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Lift high your flowing banner;
Fling out upon the air
Your songs in praise of Winthrop,
Of Winthrop, great and fair.
Yes, proudly show your colors,
Let all the world behold
Our Winthrop College emblem
—
Her garnet folds and gold
!
Carolina's hope, we know thee;
The pride of the South thou art;
And each one holds thee dear
;
And thy greatness thrills each heart.
And ever the wide world over
We may go, but we'll ever hold
The fame of our Alma Mater
—
Her garnet folds and gold
!
—N. B., '14. A
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This book we dedicate to tliee,
Oh ! little lad,
In whom with brightest hopes we see
A Winthrop president to be.
For that we're glad.
Thy sturdy little manly ways—
We love them all.
There is no need for fnrther praise-
Before that mirthful, conquering gaze,
Who does not fall
!
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ItWas
OUR years ago, our blue-uniform soldiers, collected from all parts of the
State, stood a stand upon the famous battlegrounds of Winthrop.
As we looked upon the walls of Winthrop and realized that we were
to meet our old enemy, Education, upon a much higher and broader
plane, youthful hopes and aspirations rose high, and the only feeling of sadness
that stole over our martial spirits was the thought of months of ^separation
from loved ones. Resolutely shutting out, however, all sad thoughts of "Mother,
Home, and Heaven," we fell into rank and file and began our long march
forward.
The first few weeks were spent in fixing our bearings and reconnoitering.
To observe the manoeuvres of the enemy, individual scouts went here and there
collecting much valuable data. We all met with the hardships and vicissitudes
of war before which even the most stout-hearted quailed, but gradually we became
inured to them. During this period of empiricism, the most practical bit of
knowledge acquired, perhaps, was to appear wise always, but never, never too
wise.
We soon saw the advantage of system and order, and began to organize
our forces. General E. O. Wilkes, a person of great dignity and ability, was
chosen as leader. Ours was not a large army, in fact only one hundred and thirty-
two strong, but we resolved to make up in truth, worth and spirit what we
lacked in numbers, thus making our motto, "Qualitas, non quantitas," ring true.
In an encampment designated Main Building, the greater part of the enemy
lay entrenched. Assigned places were given sections of the hostile force, which
never left their grounds, while we boldly sallied into their vicinity and made
the first assaults.
Daily, squads of our soldiers met English, Latin, Spanish, French, and
German troops upon the field of battle. The invincible Roman army some of
us met in that portion of the field known as "room 15," which was the scene of
many a deadly conflict. Here, to us, the whole world was divided into three
parts, one of which was called Ca?sar, another Cicero, and the third which in
their 'own language is called Livy, and in ours—Dutch. Helping Cassar subdue
the Helvetians, Cicero deliver his orations, and Livy drag the elephants over
the Alps, we acquired the tones of force and command, thereby losing our "beauti-
ful but timid Annie Laurie voices."
The physical development of our soldiers was looked after in a gymnasium
fitted up for that purpose. Here we were trained by gymnastic drills and exer-
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cises, so that our bodies grew stronger and more capable of endurance. Attached
to the field was also an infirmary, in which the sick and wounded were cared for
and cured.
As the days rolled on and the weeks lengthened into months, we were con-
stantly cheered and encouraged by boxes and letters from home and friends.
With what pleasure did we spend our Christmas holidays, and with what New
Year resolutions did we return and resume our duties until June, the beginning
of our first long furlough
!
In the following Autumn only one hundred and two answered the roll call,
but if we were not reinforced in numbers, certainly we were in experience. With
renewed courage we fell upon our old enemy, four formidable divisions of which
were called Agriculture, Sewing, Cooking, and Manual Training.
We attacked Agriculture in deadly earnest with hoe, rake and shovel, and,
Q after several months, left him conquered and prostrate on the field. Sewing we
besieged in a much milder manner, using woman's own weapons, the needle,
scissors, and—tears! With these, however, we pierced to the heart and came
out victorious. Manual Training and Cooking were encountered with various
kinds of weapons, by which, through our own loss of temper and gain of patience,
we finally conquered.
}^SQ^ Besides our regular enemy, there was constant guerilla warfare from outside
forces known under the appellations of '13 and '15. We met our first defeat
with '15 in the battle of Basketball during our first year, but paid the debt later,
in the following spring.
It was during the third year of our campaign that certain noticable steps
were taken by Education to confound us ; two fortifications, the Training School
and Tillman Science Hall, were erected, but, nothing daunted, we bombarded
them too. During this year we were also introduced to the intrigues and foibles
of Psychology and Pedagogy. In the latter we found truly that we had to go
"several steps further" before we could reach the goal; as fast as we overcame
one phalanx of the enemy, another rose to confront us, but we succeeded in
subduing each.
Finally the last year rolled around, and ninety-five survivors out of our
original number returned to claim the spoils. We nad long looked forward to
Senior Hall as a haven ot rest, but even nere we found that all was not play and
no work, .from this lolty pinnacle of retreat we were torced to descend ana
engage in hand-to-hand comDats with Practice Home and Training School.
Now, however, as we look back over the years, we see that the struggle
has not been in vain ; victory is in sight, and it is ours ! The treaty of peace,
represented by a piece of sheepskin, will soon be given us, but, mingled with the
feeling of joy and pride on attaining it, there is also sadness. During these years
we have come to love our battle ground and regret to leave our soldier comrades.
To us Education no longer represents a formidable enemy; we regard him as
the truest of friends. We are allies, and hand in hand we will march forth into
the world and together fight the greatest battle of all—the battle of Life.
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As It Will Be
In the summer of nineteen thirteen,
As I walked near the Mystic Bay,
Wafted in by waves of mighty mien,
A pond'rous scroll at my feet there lay.
Eagerly, quickly I bent to seize it,
Ere, too soon, it be swept from my sight.
And behold ! the numeral fourteen
Was shining clearly in the light.
Methought of the task assigned me
—
Perhaps—it was Undine's magic hand,
Pitying and extending aid, you see,
To one wandering alone on the sand,
Ah yes ! for on those pages fair,
I then did clearly see
The future life of my old class,
Shaped out by Destiny.
The fate of fair Ruth Anderson
Was first to catch my eye
;
As farmer's wife she reigns supreme
In a tiny cot near by.
A dancing school I plainly see,
With teachers "Speights" and "Mac,"
That "Gen" and Alma K. are there
As "shaps" is quite a fact.
May Antley now has Ida's place
As librarian of Winthrop College;
The famous authors, Breazeale and Massey,
Now add much to those shelves of knowle
And who is this new matron
Ruling now in old South D?
Ah ! who else could fill Dickey's place
But our fond Eliza E
!
To the starry realms I now am taken,
And who—do you ask?—-is there?
The astronomy cranks, Annis and Gladys,
Still studying the heavens so clear.
From the sublime to the ridiculous I fall,
To the Gandy circus tent, large and shady
;
Sadie Bourne, the tight rope is walking,
And "tangoing" with "Cat E," the fat lady
The Fickling infirmary next I see,
Standing out in the distance dim,
With "Gilly" its greatest physician,
Ella Wilkes and Sara B., nurses prim.
The Garrett and Shaw Beauty Parlor
Has just opened up over the way
—
Ella Cross, the famous skirt dancer,
Goes there for treatment each day.
The three Gassoways seem quite busy ;
And what are they doing now?
Keeping an up-to-date laundry;
At Winthrop they surely learned how.
Into the far and distant East,
Sarah Harley, as preacher, has gone,
fcrjgtf
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With Desir, Ruth Dorrill, and Frances,
Saving souls in the glorious morn.
In gay Paree, we find a discoverer,
Whom all of us know I am sure,
The name is found on the bottles :
"James' Guaranteed Sensitivity Cure."
Who's starring on the Parisian stage
In these wonderful stirring days?
The answer comes—"Hand, G. Able, and Weinber
Making famous Nan Smith's new plays."
The sign, "How to live without sweeping,"
Was shortly brought to my view
;
The inventors, Stewart and McKenzie,
Will answer this query for you.
The wedding bells sweetly are ringing,
For Annie Mae, alas, is to be wed
;
By Myra, Anna, and Tinkie,
To the altar, she's now being led.
Holding forth on the lecturer's stump
Alice Gregg's loud voice I can hear,
Supporting the Honorable O. Byers,
Who's running for office of Mayor.
And now in that very same town
The shingle of "Lawyer Glaze" may be seen,
Her stenographer
—
you ask who is she?
—
Is no other than old Ernestine.
Gertrude Boland has founded a home
For "Weary Willies" and begging tramps
;
While Annie P. Gantt, chief of police,
Opposes by arresting these scamps.
Under this Chicago chief just mentioned,
You can see in uniforms of blue,
Holtzclaw and Cooper, the cops,
Trying hard to find a clue.
In quite another part of the world,
Who is this Sherlock Holmes, I see?
Why, it's no other than Estelle Bowers
;
As a Winthrop proctor she got this degree.
At a college both large and famous,
In chemistry, Ruth Brown's making fortunes.
Misses Martin and Woods there impart English,
And "Hesterhall" teaches bodily contortions.
From university to candy kitchen
—
Was ever contrast so great?
Liza Mac's the head of this firm,
Misses McCown here gives you good weight.
If you should ever need switches,
And have no idea where to go,
The parlors of PoHer and Smoak
Can give you false hair galo'e.
The programme for the World's Music Festiva
Includes on its pages so fair
Misses Bradley, Doar, and Bush, pianists,
And Clarke, a singer of notes so clear.
The opera is left for the vaudeville;
Mary Howard is star on this stage
;
Ida Mac is the chief of the jesters,
And Flora White utters words of a sage.
Outside of this vaudeville door,
On the sidewalk facing the left,
Nina Lewis and Ella May Courtney
Advocate temperance to all the bereft.
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THE class of 19 14, being- of sound and disposing mind, memory,
and understanding, but feeling that our sojourn here is only a thing
of a few months, do make, ordain, and publish our last will and testa-
ment to be as follows :
First, to our beloved matrons, who have mothered us since our
arrival at this place and held us under their protecting wings, all tacks, pins,
chewing gum, and also veils and niching.
Second, to our respected teachers and members of the faculty, as a true token
of our regard and affection, all torn and marred 'text-books, old note-books and
examination pads, with the request that they be carefully preserved throughout the
coming generations.
Third, to our considerate house-keeper, all beans, goat, apples, vegetable
salad, and mackerel which we have been so sparing with since our stay here.
Item 1. I, Alice Gregg, do hereby will and bequeath my taciturn tongue to
Agnes Bryan, with the request that she remember to keep it always quiet and
silent.
Item 2. We, Mary Massey, Marguerite Tolbert, and Elizabeth Breazeale,
do will our mental deficiencies to Helen Coker and Emma Cooper.
Item 3. We, Annie E. C, Emma E., and Emma H. Gassaway, do leave
the care and protection of the name of our beloved tribe to Madge, Sara, and
Susie Edwards, to be carefully preserved and cherished by them.
Item 4. We, Mabel Ashe, Alma Knight, Catherine Moore, and Helena
Weinburg, to Clare Lowman, Tete Pitts, and Virginia Owens do leave our ex-
traordinary vocal ability.
Item 5. WTe, Sarah Harley, Desir Gilmore, Anna Bradley, Frances
Marshall, and Estelle Bowers, do leave all bad habits, such as cheating, stealing,
and flirting, to Alma Chapman, Clifford Barrett, and Anna Brown, to be given
further development by them.
Item 6. We, Lois Dukes, Tink McNab, Lula Doar and Annie May Williams,
do hereby will and bequeath our quality of being tone-deaf to Charlotte Harrall,
Annie Roddey Miller, and Kathryn Josey.
Item 7. We, Edmonia Garrett, Lucile Shaw, Marie McNair, Mary Hughey,
and Gertrude Boland, do leave our poor opinions of ourselves to Nathalie For-
sythe, Elizabeth Stribling and Jennie Dill.
Item 8. We, Nelle and Virginia Rambo, Belle Polier, and Ollie Byers,
do leave our pets, the dear little mice which inhabit our rooms, to Edith Cole,
Edith Easterlin and Kate Hines, with the condition that they be carefully fed
and watered three times a day.
Item 9. We, May Antley, Nannie Smith, Lillian Hand, Sarah Black, Annis
Barron, and Ella Cross, do leave three inches of our unnecessary height to
Fannie Belle Martin, Helen Tolbert, and Frances Green.
Item 10. We, May Bowman, Ruth Brown, Olive Dixon, Tallie James, and
Ruth Anderson, do leave all squeaking shoes and worn-out gym slippers to Olive
Gandy and Mary Fletcher.
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Item ii. We, Mary Trott, Ruth Clark, Gladys Bridges, Agnes Speights,
and Slnmsy Stevenson, do leave our love of student government and our regards
for all rules and regulations to Fat Randle, Suck Seale, and Grace McDowell.
Item 12. We, Lera McCown, Bessie McKenzie, Eccie Cox, Lillian Holtz-
claw, and Elizabeth Manlden, do leave our cheerful matrimonial prospects to
Eulalie Coleman, Hattie Googe. and Minnie Drake: -
Item 13. We, Margaret Marion, Catherine Edwards, Eliza Ervin, Clara
Woods, and Mary Wallace, do will our fast methods of speech, as well as all
other fast ways, to Helen McDill, Rebecca James, and Evie Shands.
Item 14. I, Mary Hester Mendenhall to Mary Herbert Attaway, leave the
fifteen minutes out of every recitation taken up for the calling of my name,
together with the tendencies to stoop and to appear untidy on all occasions.
Item 15. We, Ella Wilkes and Annie Gantt, will our ability at stump speak-
ing and our suffragette inclinations to Ruth Berry and Margaret Cheyne.
Item 16. We. Eliza MacFarlan, Sadie Bourne, Julia Gaillard, Vireinia
Taylor, and Earnest Gandy, leave to Agnes Curlee, Susie Dick, Kate Lindsay,
and Mary Lou Dibble, all old toothbrushes, powder cans, rusty pins, and bent
hairpins.
Item 17. We, Janie Rivers, Mary Howard, and Edwina McCullough, to
Pammie Bradham and Norma Moore do leave our positive tackiness and inability
to draw a straight line.
Item 18. We, Tweedie Fielding, Ella May Courtney, Alma Funchess,
Carrie Smoak, Gwendolyn Able, and Ella May Martin, will all big collars, green
and cerise ties, and blue serge blouses to Marjorie Barr, Ernestine Boineau, and
Laura Bailey.
Item 19. To Martha Richardson, Julia Cuttino, and Anna Brown, we,
Emma Cooper, Leila Bryant, Ernestine Daniels, Ruth Dorrill, and Georgia Dulin,
do leave all slang expressions, such as "Oh, you Kid !," "Hey, Cutey !," etc.
Item 20. To Annie Mae Gentry, Marguerite Goodwin, and Frances Riley,
we, Myra Cochran, Anna Harms, Rose Nichols, Etha Palmer, and Nina Lewis.
do will all old alarm clocks, with the wish that throughout the entire day, be-
ginning with five-thirty A. M., they will ring out peace and good will to you and
your neighbors.
Item 21. We, Willie Stewart, Enice Fitts, Sallie McCown, and Eunice
Long, do leave to Grace Reagin all cooking recipes, bulletins and other pamphlets.
Item 22. We, Katie Yarborough, Flora White, Tattie Sandifer, Josephine
Byrum, and Nanna Bush, do leave to Christine Wise and Marie Gregory all
empty ink bottles, preserve jars, and old cans, with the wish that they prove
beneficial to them in more ways than one.
Item 23. I, Ida McAllister, do leave my cheerful disposition and good will
to all.
Lastly, we hereby nominate, constitute, and appoint our lawyer, Emily Glaze
;
our physician, Dr. Buck, and our friend, D. B. Johnson, executors of this our
last will and testament; and we hereby revoke and declare null and void any
wills by us at any time heretofore made.
In witness whereof we, the said Class of 1914, do, to this our last will and
testament, set our seal this 31st day of May, in the year of our Lord, one thou-
sand nine hundred and fourteen, in the one hundred and thirty-eighth year of
the Sovereignty and Independence of the United States of America.
Witness
M. Cheyne,
M. Booth,
L. Johnson.
—Class of 19 14.
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The Jonquil
HE jonquil beds on front campus were glorious, and as we strolled
past them late one April afternoon, the wonderful, golden- blooms
seemed to nod to us. Almost involuntarily we stopped, and then, as
__
^ we stood amazed, something wonderful happened. From each yellow
cup there sprang very lightly—a kewpie. Wag, the chief, summoned this little
party immediately to the bed of grass, and our eyes followed wonderingly. They
joined hands and danced gaily in a circle for several seconds, and then Wag, the
chief, solemnly advanced to the center of the circle. We were all eagerness
now, for each little kewpie blew a kiss and buried it. Then, as they danced
around again, these words came faintly, musically, to our ears
—
"Dear class of nineteen fourteen,
The class of quality,
We wish long life and health and love
Always to dwell with thee."
We glanced at each other and it was all over—just a flash and a revelation.
The last rays of the sun faded, and as we strolled on, the jonquils, our class
flower, seemed to smile at us
-A. B. '14.
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The History of the Class of 1915
T WAS in September 191 1 that about two hundred girls first entered
the long-heard-of walls of Winthrop and became what is known as
Freshmen. The early life of these girls need not here be mentioned
—
the very name tells all, and this was one time when they were no
exception to the rule. However, as time passed on and the class was organ-
ized, many difficulties arose which had to be faced. Before some of these,
though few indeed, the class could not stand. But such girls were not to be
overcome by a few failures, and these passed ; they won many victories and
pushed on to the close of the first year of their life, leaving a record of which
any class would be proud.
September 1912 found the class here again, not at all worn out by its former
struggles, but, having made one great stride toward the realms of knowledge,
it began its second year with the brightest prospects for the future. This year
will always be remembered as the most industrious period of the life of the class.
They made their clothes ; they cooked and served dinners at various times ; they
made many useful articles such as baskets, bookracks, etc. ; but their chief em-
ployment was working their gardens, judging horses and cattle, and going
to the farm. Apart from such as that, great progress was made in athletics, the
record being almost broken by the superior members of the class. Although
it was proud, and well it could be, of its great achievements, yet it conducted
itself with quiet modesty and dignity at all times. During this year, without
the aid of astronomy, the class made its way to the "stars."
Cheered and encouraged by its former honors, the class returned to its
college duties confident of greater successes in its Junior year. But misfortune
awaited it at the gate, and with sad and heavy hearts the members were forced
to bid farewell to their beloved president, who could no longer be with them.
The good old Dame, Fortune, had sway for a very long time, but soon came
to the rescue. Another president was elected, who has shown her great ability
and her worthiness by her loyalty and by her success in carrying on the work
of the class.
Working by the motto, "We'll find a way, or make one," the grand old class
of 1915 looks forward with highest ambitions and brightest hopes for the coming
year. Its ambition is to make its last year its very best,—a year full of victories
and honors not only for itself, but also for its Alma Mater.
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Motto : "We'll find a way, or make one."
Colors : Garnet and Gray. Flower : Red Carnatiot
OFFICERS
MARGARET CHEYNE President
LOUISE EMERSON Vice-President
ALTA ANDERSON Secretary
VIRGINIA OWENS Treasurer
CLASS ROLL
Anderson, Alta Edwards, Susie
Anderson, Christine Edwins, Blanche
Anderson, Jessie Edwins, Pansy
Attaway, Mary H. Ei-irich, Rose
Bailey, Laura Emerson, Louise
Barr, Marjorie Ergle, Essie
Barrett, Clifford Etheredge, Edna
Barton, Mattie Evans, Mabel L.
Berry, Ruth Fletcher, Mary
Boinneau, Ernestinf. Forsythe, Nathalie
Bonneau, Grace Gandy, Olive
Bowers, Lucy Garrison, Tinnie
Bradham, Pamela Gentry, Annie Mae
Brown, Anna Goodwin, Marguerite
Brown, Claudia Googe, Hattie
Bryan, Agnes Green, Frances
Butler, Mary L. Gregory, Marie
Chapman, Alma Griffin, Louise
Cheyne, Margaret Gunter, Lucille
Clarke, Isabel Hanks, Hattie
Clarke, Sadie Harrall, Charlotte
Coker, Helen Harrelson, Mae
Cole, Edith Hemingway, Florence
Coleman, Eulalie Hickson, Mary
Connelly, Elizabeth Hines, Kate
Cook, Eulalie Hunter, Ella
Cooper, Emma L. Hunter, Lola
Craig, Mary Jacobs, Ella
Crouch, Ruth James, Rebecca
Cunningham, Aurelia Jeans, Winnie
Curlee, Agnes Jenkinson, Martha
Cuttino, Innis Johnson, Susie
Cuttino, Julia Jones, Daisy Lee
Dibble, Mary L. Josey, Kathryn
Dick, Susie Keel, Eunice
Dill, Jennie M. Kerr, Jennie L.
Drake, Minnie Langford, Annie Lee
Dublin, Eloise Lide, Louise
Dukes, Olive Lindsay, Katherine
Eady, Amy L. Lowman, Clare
Easterlin, Edith McDill, Helen
Edwards, Madge MacDowell, Grace
Edwards, Sara McHugh, Fay
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History of the Class of 1916
GAIN the Class of '16 is allowed the publicity offered by a page in
the Winthrop College "Tatler." However, since our last writing,
a wonderful change has taken place. Now we are Sophomores ; then
we were Freshmen. What more wonderful change could have taken
place than that?
Last year our class enjoyed the distinction of being the largest in college.
We were a mighty band numbering two hundred and thirty. When we met
together in chapel for the first time this year, many kind friends and familiar
faces were missing. Only one hundred and seventy returned as full Sophomores,
and we were forced to yield our place of distinction to our younger sisters, the
Freshmen, who almost doubled us in numbers. Of course that was not hard for
us, as you know that girls always like to humor their "little sisters."
At the beginning of the year, a class meeting was held for election of officers.
All of our old officers were unanimously re-elected, a fact which showed that
they had all performed their duties cheerfully and well. We are all sure that
no one class can boast of finer officers than the Class of '16.
In basketball, our class has shown up wonderfully well, so far ; although
we have not won any glorious victories, we have some good athletes among our
number ; and with our efficient basketball manager, we hope to come out victorious
in the future.
This year, among other things, we began the study of psychology and biol-
ogy. Oh, how we used to envy the upper classmen when they would speak of
"psy" and "bi !" Now, that we have learned the true significance of the two
words, we do not think they are so great after all. And last year, did we not
all long for the time when we could make pretty little baskets in Manual Training
and cook nice things in Cooking, instead of having to sew an hour and then
rip two? Now when we accidentally saw our fingers in Manual Training, it is
all quite different. But every class has its trials, and we are all looking forward
to the time when we can return as Juniors and fight some more battles with the
Monster, Education.
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Sophomore Class
Colors: Black and Gold. Flower: Jessamine.
OFFICERS
MABEL BOOTH President
ROSE HERBERT Vice-President
MARY C. DIBBLE Secretary
MARGARET SHAW Treasurer
CLASS ROLL
Abrams, Gertrude Culp, Jennie
Adams, Annie Lee Davis, Winona
Adair, Lena Dees, Rachael
Allein Loula Dellany, Hattie
Allen, Frances DeLoache, Meta
Allen, Pearle Dent, Lucile
Armstrong, Jessie deTrivile, Catherine
Armstrong, Merlee Dibble, Mary C.
Atkins, Alexina Dixon, Rosamond
Barnett, Gertrude Dominick, Bessie
Barre, Cecile Donald, Maude
Bauer, Esther Douglas, Millie
Bell, Sadie Doyle, Margaret
Black, Lila Drakeeord, Mary Joe
Black, Sophie Dubose, Caroline
Blood, Charlotte Dubose, Elise
Boggs, Annie Duckworth, Lucille
Boggs, Annie Lee Dunlap, Cara
Bonneau, Marguerite Dwight, Ida
Booth, Mabel Evans, Eda
Boswell, Lucile Evans, Lula
Bowers, Lucy Faucett, Effie
Boyd, Genevieve Fewell, Lula
Brown, Evaline Fewell, Ray
Brown, Florence Field, Gordan
Brown, Lillian Finney, Hattie
Buckner, Gladys Free, Madge
Cannon, Alice Galphin, Louise
Carmichael, Flora Gassaway, Lola
Carothers, Eva Gower, Susan
Carter, Nelle Gooding, Mary
Caughman, Annie Gray, Clifton
Causley, Marie Guess, Catherine
Cecil, Isabel Hall, Gladys
Chandler, Alice Harman, Alline
Childress, Julia Harvey, Pearle
Clinton, Annie Hartzell, Doris
Cloud, Mary Haskell, Sarah
Coleman, Ina Hawktns, Kathleen
Corley, Vera Haynesworth, Mary
Craig, Sara Herbert, Mary
Crawford, Mary Herbert, Rose
Croft, Gertrude Hicklin, Helen
Crowther, Hazel Hicklin, Frances
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Hiers, Elizabeth
Hill, Mary E.
Hines, Cornelia
Hodges, Margaret
Hook, Rennie
Hungerpiller, Dessie
Hunter, Agnes
Hutaff, Hazel
Jacobs, Annie
James, Myrtle
James, Pauline
Jeter, Marie
Jones, Sallie
Kellam, Elizabeth
Kerr, Jennie Lee
Kitchen, Ray
Langston, Marie
Levin, Pauline
Lewis, Mary Helen
Ligon, Lou Ellen
Littlejohn, Julia
Lofton, Frances
Logan, Lula M.
Lowry, Sarah
Ludwick, Louise
McCown, Louise
McCutchen, Ella
McGarity, Laura
McKagen, Cecile
McLurkin, Ruth
McMurray, Esther
Maddox, Alpha
Marshall, Lallah
Martin, Alice
Martin, Fannie B.
Mims, Viola
Mims, Catherine
Mitchell, Marie
Mixson, Corinne
Montgomery, Evelyn
Moore, Beulah
Moore, Hattie M.
Moore, Ina
Murray, Marie
Myers, Inez
Neely, Annie Mae
Odom, Alice Lee
Pack, Grace
Padgett, Martha Sue
Padgett, Sadie
Padgett, Myrtle
Parks, Lillie
Patterson, Joanna
Pennell, Nannie
Pitts, Katie
Prentiss, Anna
Prince, Belle
Quinn, Candace
Rabb, Annie
Rabb, Kathryn
Rankin, Mary Lee
Ratteree, Willie Mae
Reynolds, Virginia
Richards, Marion
Rogers, Eva
Rogers, Virginia
Rollins, Ruth
Saito, Uta
Scarborough, Marguerite
Seabrook, Sophia
Sellers, Mildred
Seymour, Ruth
Shaw, Margaret
Shealy, Julia
Smith, Edmee
Smith, Ethel
Smith, May
Steele, Clatre
Stevenson, Esther
Stevenson, Gertrude
Strait, Isabel
Sturgis, Annie
Suber, Essie Mae
Tennent, Cornelia
Thomas, Mattie
Timmons, Orlena
Tobin, Emily
Tomlinson, Ruth
Thompkins, Grace
Toole, Floy
Vroman, Nora Lee
Walker, Alice
Watkins, Lois
Weeks, May
Wells, Dorrie Lee
West, Annie
Wheeler, Helen
Whitlock, Grace
Wilkes, Kathleen
Williford, Margaret
Wilson, Mary Ellen
Wilson, Melita
wltherspoon, hessie
Woodward, Bernice
Zeigler, Louise
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Freshman Class History
Three hundred strong we hit this place,
A bold and daring crowd, indeed
The school's foundation, were we not,
To whom Debe turned in every need?
We were quite stupid, without doubt,
But just the first short week or two;
For t'was like measles or like love
A stage one simply must go through.
A happening, momentous great,
Was the first meeting of our class,
Formality it did not have
In free ideas none could surpass.
Full many a trial we've passed through
Since months ago we reached this college,
But of one thing we're very sure
:
We've gained a wondrous store of knowledge.
For four long years keep on we must,
Because we've just begun the race;
But this is the comfort given to us,
The Seniors once were in our place.
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Motto: "Ad Astra per Aspera"
To the stars through difficulties
Colors: Garnet and Black Flower: Red Rose
OFFICERS
LOIS TOHNSON President
GRACE WILKES Vice-President
ETHEL JONES Secretary
RACHEL MACAULAY Treasurer
class roll
ackerman, wlnoma craig, margaret freeman, mary
Adams, Clara Clement, Margaret Galphin, Cornelia
Adickes, Frances Clements, Nettie Gandy, Margaret
Allison, Annie Lyle Cran, Harriet Garrison, Bessie
Anderson, Emma Cole, Fannie Garrison, Annie
Anderson, Inez Coleman, Jennie Garrison, Lola
Atkinson, Leila Connor, Agnes Getty, Evelyn
Austin, Louise Cooper, Lucille Gill, Margaret
Babcock, Marion Chewning, Annie Gore, Irene
Barr, Louise Crisp, Flossie Grigsby, Bettie
Barton, Nellie Louise Crouch, Edith Gray, Carrie Lou
Baskin, Una Curlee, Irene Gregg, Lillie
Becker, Agnes Dantzler, Alice Gunter, Katie
Bennett, Perry Belle Darby, Helen Haltiwanger, Janet
Bishop, Meta Davis, Annie Hand, Lula
Blakeney, Edwina Davis, Gladys Harley, Mary
Blanding, Frances Davis, Gertrude Harris, Elizabeth
Bowen, Mollie Davis, Janet Hart, Nellie
Bowie
;
Mary Lou Derrick, Naomi Hope, Lizzie
Boykin, Nellie Dick, Lenora Hines, Nancy
Brandon, Helen Dinkins, Leila Hill, Mattie
Brasington, Edith Dixon, Harriet Heriot, Susan
Brennen, Caroline Dulin, Johnsie Henderson, Julia
Britt, Susan Dunn, Mary Heriot, Anna Adele
Brock, Thomasine Duncan, Sarah Hemphill, Bettie
Brown. Mary Florence Dunlap, Marie Hearon, Gladys
Brown, Mary H. Eady, Marie Hayes, Nannie
Brown, Travis Early, Azilee Hayes, Thelma
Brown, Marion Edgeworth, Marie Hodge, Julta Mae
Brunson, Murdaugh Edwards, Mamie Hood, Elephare
Bryant, Lois Edwards, Hannah Hopkins, Ethel
Bryant, Pearle Etheredge, Charlotte Howell, Lucille
Burns, Lucy Ervin, Dorothy Hay, Isabel
Byrum, Margaret Evans, Edna Hubbard, Annie May
Cantey, Helen Felder, Myrtle Huff, Varina
Carter, Nell Flintt, Miriam Jackson, Gladys
Causley, Erma Finch, Mary Jaeger, Blanche
Clinkscales, Elizabeth Forney, Frances James, Helen
Cathcart, Elizabeth Flannigan, Mary Jeffords, Dorothy
Calhoun, Margaret Fleming, Esther Jeffords, Frankie
Clinkscales, Birch Fletcher, Pearle Jennings, Mary
Chapman, Susan Floyd, Meltta Johnson, Lois
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Jones, Carrie
Jones, Ethel
Jones, Minnie
Jones, Sallie
Josey, Jack
Joyner, May
Kimball, Maybelle
Kinard, Louise
Kortjohn, Susie
Lancaster, Ethel
Lawrence, Ethel
Lawton, Mary
Leland, Edna
Leonard, Ira
Lindler, Edith
Lindler, Cleora
Lindsay, Elizabeth
Lindsey, Mary
Lipscombe, Emma
Lipscombe, Handsel
Long, Corrie
Lowe, Emma
McCoy, Mabry
McCullough, Mary
McCaulay, Rachael
McDow, Ruth
McFall, Tabitha
McInnis, Gertrude
McKinnell, Jennie
McKinnell, Mary
Mann, Mary
Mann, Mabel
Marshall, Martha
Marshall, Sybil
Martin, Lugenia
Mason, Carrie
Mather, Elizabeth
Mabry, Marion
Means, Mary
Mitchell, Edna
• Moore, Margaret
Muldrow, May
Miller, Gussie
Munn, Lurene
Mulkey, Nellie
Newman, Mary
Norris, Gladys
Norris, Mary Essie
Oates, Anna Belle
Oates, Margaret
Orr, Sarah
overstreet, ella
Owens. Myrtle
Owens, Nancy
Owens, Vivian
Owings, Henry Etta
Parks, Laura
Patrick, Fannie
Pegram, Marie
Peterkin, Nellie
Poag, Louise
Poag, Lucille
Pope, Sarah Belle
Porter, Georgia
Porter, Lorine
purkeson, mattie
Rhame, Ruth
Richards, Frances
Richardson, Lillie
Riddle, Margaret
Richard, Faye
Robertson, Margaret
Roddey, Julia
Roper, Katie
Roper, Mary
Ross, Vernon
rowell, chlotilde
Salley, Hannah
Sandifer, Margaret
Sauls, Fannie Lou
Seabrook, Grace
Sharpe, Mary
Shaw, Eula Lee
Shell, Claude
Shearer, Kathleen
Sheriff, Era
Shirley, Lucille
Shuler, Caroline
Shuler, Ethel
Simmons, Marion
Simmons, Sarah
Simpson, Florine
Smith, Alice
Smith, Etha
Smith, Esther
Smith, Margaret
Smell. Theresa
Smoak, Grace
Spense, Viola
Spigner, Elizabeth
Stem, Margaret
Stevenson, Roberta
Stribling, Emily
Stroman, Carrie
Taylor, Myrtle
Teague, Annie
Thom mason, Blanche
Thorpe, Alice
Todd, Vivienne
Tomlinson, Louise
Toole, Cleora
Toole, Estelle
Truesdale, Lillian
Turner, Georgia
Vaughan, Marie
Vincent, Inez
Walker, Kathertne
Walmsley, Margaret
Walsh, Bessie
Watkins, Maida
Wheeler, Genia
Wilkes, Grace
Whisonant, Pauline
Williams, Calla
Wilson, Delano
Woods, Sophie
Wilson, Louise
Yates, Martha
Young, Carrte
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Emma Mobley
Gladys McElrath
Grace Perry
Ada Sapp
Teva Belle Spinks
Mary B. Van Landingham
Frances Andrews
Eva Mae Durenn
Lizzie Guy Hope
Gustava Jane Leslie
Bea Locke
Martha Martin
Martha R. Wilkinson
"When I First Came To Winthrop"
"When I first came to Winthrop,"
Said a Sub-fresh, "I was green,
And thought it was the biggest place,
That ever I had seen.
A girl waited on the table
And tried to get some more,
The hall was very clean and slick,
And she slipped upon the floor.
And all the other college girls
Began to laugh, but me;
I didn't laugh a single bit"
Said the Subbie, seriously.
"Why didn't you laugh, Subbie?
Or don't you like to tell."
"I didn't laugh," said the Subbie,
"
'Cause it was me that fell."
fefcl
"Lest We Forget
Don't you think it will be kind
For each of us to bring to mind
A thought of those who are not here
To see us finish our brave career?
The first in list we all agree
To be our dear old Jimmy P.
The next, though fierce with exacting tones
Is no other than Miss Latin Jones.
Let's all stand straight as anyone can,
In this way we'll please Miss Coleman.
She does not ask any words of praise;
Only shoulders back, and chin up-raise.
We can't forget the giver of pills
Who accepted life among the hills,
Giving up her hard-earned M. D.,
And gladly wearing Mrs. for fee.
When words of praise are in the heavens,
Don't forget little Miss Evans,
Who made one wish with all her heart
—
To know all facts she could impart.
Do keep in mind the picture of Cutie.
For some day an artist you may be.
And no profile could be so fine
As this of Cutie's you've kept in mind.
While throwing praises in plenteous shower,
Let's give one word of praise to Bauer,
For the sake of her who still remains
Triumphant Queen in Southern Domains.
The way the tables have been turning
Why should we now be ever murm'ring,
A word of praise, lest we forget
—
In our own kitchens—Miss Legett.
—Sarah Harijey, '14
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LTHOUGH the Special class is not the largest class that Winthrop
can boast of, it consists of the talent of South Carolina. As is always
the case, geniuses are in the minority. There is no telling how many
future Beethovens, Schumann-Heinks, and Raphaels there are among us.
With the motto "Ad perfectiora" before us, we strive to_ better ourselves f^ffi§»* Ck
in the one line of work which we love. We realize that success lies in perfect-
^ff~if S^
Our musicians, artists, and stenographers areing ourselves in our one talent,
known throughout the state.
We have been so busy developing this one talent of ours, that we have had
no time for athletics, and as yet, we have not won honor in this line. But when5*
i^^C~V«^F e ' se ' WL' w '" ^ ,e Specials.
mwe begin—let the other classes look to themselves, for in that, as in everything 9M$f^!? u(^v
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*^|; Special Class ItcSJsS
^QjjSgS §&5 *• Motto: "Ad perfection." W tf£? JsPoSP
^OevS^Tw Colors: Heliotrope and Cream. Flower: Heliotrope. ™.Jp^f/»
JfcS°C$ OFFICERS ^iWMKm^M1 ANN I E LAURIE SURER President .ATKfr<& JtBiMk M AM IK AX DERS( )N Vice-President &%^ &cv\
r«^ rife ftf| CATH ER I X E ( JA ISLINGTON Secretary WSWrfs t^h ~%
€?JpS tWftJ CORINNE DeLORME Treasurer J^m^f
o5fcg£«!| class roll Iw^^Pi^^J
^j^fc Adams, Frances K. Hoffman, Ethel S^S^b^S^Sk
kf"W?P Allein, Loula Kimball, Ruth Qga J|^^^^^^
^^Pcfe^^Jfl Anderson, Mamie Latham, Flossie *iLirt <S^ T^Y
"n^> ^$i0MM Anderson, Pauline Layne, Flossie AMl&C <@a o!Jr
(^ J?&>ax&0 Arnold, Helen M. Lide, Annie E. M%5g 8^.<3Xb
^§$$3^ dS?L>5 Barre, Cecile Littlejohn, Julia ^% c*Wrf3
l^'"«Jii^i4ft Barr, Lina V. Marshall. Frances A. Ml^J^^ii
^^l%>tcW Barron, Maud Massey, Jack VcSf £*lr*-. k^
•^1- *»£&,£* Barton, Blonde McLean, Harriet pp?*KS» f<^
i^H^lMk<<P>-£§ Boineau, Margaret Mewborne, Louise ^^.^^fc^lB*
^S^T^J^g c^ Boger, Helen M. McElrath, Elizabeth t^ jj^^ »^
J*r($&£> <J,jA a Bonneau, Marguerite Moore, Annie Marie alk/Ci ^T^m
V? %°<^J^5A Boswell, Lucile Moore, Hattie Meek JjB^-' ^ ^
c3^ <fef^ 9JK7 *B Bradford, Marguerite Munnerlyn, Pauline BP^^ps °d^ fe??
Oraeo^fiSJyfiS Bradham, Maude O'Donnell, Havilene i^fc^'ia^^efy
LjL n Lr^ i ^E Brown, Elizabeth Porter, Bessie K^\!^Si^f' jA
i^»sl *$m!^r Carroll, Sarah Priester, Elise w^i^l^f^^^P
^)"
.5^g~g Chandler, Emma J. Roberts, Emmie gfifiy^FL Q^h
^5P^l^^k|K$| Coleman, Jennie E. Rogers, Eva C&£rt^Hl^%^^
•j^rOj^^^r Connolly, Mary E. Smith, Ellen ^^ *^^%v %A
••^y^Mi^L Cornwell, Alliene Smith, Gene A^n?^°o7*m
T<? Yc& JWJm DeLorme, Corinne Smith, Marguerite M. •^ck^V^' Q>^
^ $$&>-> W&^J DeLorme, Margaret Smith, Nell W <tf§ im&>Z&i^^'l^'fjl Ellison, Katherine Sompayrac, Margaret C kTra'*'^^m^ ^J*"**!?? Evans, Edna E. Sowell, Nannie Lee VxL if^^rf 4n
^&BK| TtVvS.^ Fewell, Isabelle Speights, Carolyn Tj%»W^ fjt^ 9
mL^* ^^J0
a
Fischel, May Stroman, Elise
^
<wf^^S3^5^T ^^Bkf ^- Floyd, Eilleen Simmons, Sarah ^jI^^P^^*^J.ci«miA - Frew, Mary Suber, Annie Laurie iiL^^/>T%jfc
*rrt^" -^JmA Garlington, Catherine Taylor, Minnie Craig 4^c9 J /^^^
.<£ tf<b**VM Gallman, Willie Townsend, Lela wS^ Qc:PZ^K^Z
0&B&3 <Wl£ Going, Carrie Walker, Katherine V S^^ffi&ffT
%£P^. j ']$& ImA Gilmore, Desir Walsh, Mary ^^HS> %'^^W*
W^^S^T^tJ^^ Gunter, Ola Whisonant, Pauline ^P I ,i A"t |A
©^•yft^}^ Gunter, Orissa Williamson, Sada Qoitffifw/Q^F
^^^|^^c@,-iA Harmon, Alline Willis, Mary Henley i&cftk^^fc^S^
^^ _;^ML"^
J Hayes, Mary Willoughby, Lillian
'^pt^^P'^^^
m^r^^1 Ox^k A Hicklin, Frances Wilson, Janie M. * »5^£t> vfc
,9 ^°^WA Hilton, Helen Woodson, Eddie A%kR&T <rWM
.-*«wr || BPr» J
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Special Student Graduates
*
Mary Frew (Voice)
Rock Hill, S. C.
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The Great and the Near Great
(Miss, Mrs. and Mr. understood.)
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A. is for Annie Funckhouser,
Whose "good form" we all know so well.
1$ does not stand for Virginia,
But for the Bean-loving Bell
!
C next stands for Clem Gordan
;
No worthier man can you find.
1> stands for Dickey the Bird,
Who's never heen known to he kind.
K is our dear fond Eddie;
In Math he is truly supreme.
V comes tearing cross campus,
As "Flighty" often is seen.
€i may stand for genius;
Gertie "D" is this in her line.
TI is for Professor Hockett,
Who endeavors to cut such a shine!
Ida we find in the library,
Tapping the bell with much vim.
•lane comes wearily along,
As if she'd been taking gym.
K is for Kirk, an assistant,
But a very nice lass is she.
1. stands for Lillie, so timid,
But good as good can be.
M is for Means and Marcum
;
Everyone knows the rest.
X is for Nancy G. Campbell,
Who is also one of the best.
O is for Ordway, the married,
Who left Jule Crossland alone.
1* stands for dear little Patty,
Whose ability often is shown.
O is for Aunt Marvin Quattlebaum;
In the T. S. her you may see.
R stands for Leila A. Russell,
Better known by "My Ain Countree
!
S is for Sara P. Withers,
And dear Louise Siddall, too.
The first a writer of Grammar;
The other well known by "Cuckoo."
Then comes Tommie, and J. Thompson B.,
Who are two of the faculty's renowned:
One is the noted master of Ped
;
Deep in English the other is found.
U all know the Latin teacher Urqhart,
In green coat gorgeously arrayed;
While V is for Annie V. Dunn,
Who paints in most delicate shades.
Walmsley and Willis D., "Maggie,"
Make famous this letter you hear.
Xerxes and Xenophon's doctrines
With these can never compare.
Yarborough follows quite closely;
In English she holds the fort.
Z are the zeroes they all give.
Alas ! this puts end to our sport !
!
The others you cannot find?
Etcetera includes them, too
;
For our alphabet was so small
We ne'er would have gotten thru.
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All the news that's
fit to print Winthrop Yeller Peril
Have you heard!
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THANKSGIVING HOP
Thalias Entertain Terpsichoreans
X-try Special, Nov. 27—Last evening
in the spacious confines of our tem-
porary frolic hall the Annual Thanks-
giving Hop was held. This, as usual,
was given by the Thalia German Club
in honor of the Terpsichorean, and
proved to be the affair of the season.
The handsome dresses displayed were
a la Mode and dazzling to the eye of
the spectator.
Promptly at the stroke of nine the
glorious strains of Clayton's Grand
March were wafted from the hidden
orchestra, consisting of a piano, a stool,
a mouth piece, two ear drums, and Dr.
Lois Dukes of Leap Sick, Germ. The
music continued and the dancers still
kept on until the midnight hour pealed
forth. At this hour everyone, including
"D. B." and our fond matrons three,
entered the gorgeously bedecked dining
hall (a class room) and partook of
heavy refreshments. The arrival of the
telegram from "Woodrow" sending re-
grets cast a gloom over all. But things
brightened when Moustarde de Trott,
M. D„ A. B, Ph. D... LL. D., D. R;
rendered the following welcome:
"This articulate sound, welcome, the
constituent part of a sentence, 'convey-
ing a kind reception, causes me to have
a thrilling, quivering, exquisite, delicious
sensation and bids me espouse the fol-
lowing :
Welcome ladies, chaperons fair,
Welcome Terps and Thalias here,
Fill your glass with right good cheer,
And don't forget to eat your share."
Inspiring toasts were given by the
following
:
"Our Guest"—Count Fromberg Ashe.
"The Stags"—Nom-de-plume Walsh.
"The Thalias"—-Monsieur de la Speights.
"To the Dance"—Lord E. Brown.
"The Toast Man"—N. Moore, Esq.
"SOME OF THE BORED"
Hon. D. W. McLaurin is spending a
few days at the College, giving long talks
in Chapel each morning. He is a popu-
lar speaker, as so many girls have the
first period classes.
Mr. W. J. Roddey, author of "Two
Thousand Words a Minute," passed by
the front gate this afternoon.
Miss Dickson's English Sec. B. had
two interesting visitors today, the Hon.
Brezeale and Dr. Crawford. They were
delighted at the loving way in which
she conducted her class; truly the sub-
ject "Beowulf" had never appealed to
these two gentlemen so forcibly before.
OPENING THE BIG DITCH
POAG'S TRAINED HUMANS
Good Show, Full House
Oct. 19th—Winthrop College girls
were dressed in their gayest and had on
their best manners to hear Mr. Ed Poag
of Rock Hill and his world famous
troupe in light vaudeville. An excellent
educational and elevating programme
was rendered. Among some of the most
highly appreciated numbers were the
following
:
1. "You don't know how much you
have to know, in order to know how
little you know."
(Bass Solo)
2. "And The Green Grass Grew All
Around." (Entire Company).
Good jokes were also pulled off; thus
adding to the fun of the occasion. This
entertainment was given under the
auspices of the "Tatler," a little yearly
periodical. The proceeds estimated the
sum of $4.98; the staff feel very en-
couraged, as now they have no fear of
going in the hole with debt.
Mutt and Jeff and Others Present
"Excuse me, Mr. Mutt, said the porter
as the Steamer "Teddy" drew into the
Colon dock, "but that big bug Tommy
Thomson from Rock Hill and your
friend Jeff say they will have to take
issue with you if you don't come back to
your state room and get your luggage."
Mutt took no heed of these words,
strutted down the gang way and
straightway made for the Big Ditch it-
self, leaving the aforesaid fellows to get
there with his luggage.
Truly it must have been a grand re-
union as well as a great sight to see
these three guys meet with their old
friend Ed Coker, chief engineer just
appointed by Woodrow. From all re-
ports they were entertained royally by
Ed, at the Wittemore and Huffington
lunch counter, just around the corner.
After a morning spent bumming, the
four of them marched boldly forth to
the place of ceremony, keeping wonder-
ful time to the strains of "America."
They were spied in the crowd by
Woodrow, who had been looking wildly
for them. Rushing madly forward, the
President seized them all in his arms
and uttered these words in a voice
shaken by deep emotion, "At last I
have found you, my boon companions,
come have seats by me."
Later reports from Panama tell us
that these four gentlemen are having
many social affairs given in their honor,
and it is predicted that Mutt and Jeff
will accompany Messrs. Ed and Tommy
upon their return to Rock Hill. They
will of course be met at the depot by
a large delegation representing the
Chamber of Commerce, headed by the
band of which Jule Johnson and Ed
Poag are leaders.
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THE YELLER PERIL
WINTHROP YELLER PERIL
Issued Spasmodically.
J. T. Knowitall & Co.
Pub. and Prop.
SUBSCRIPTIONS IN ADVANCE
One Year 66 2-3 Cents
Six Months 33 1-3 Cents
Two bits per week delivered at Supply
Room by J. Blair, Postman.
Entered at P. O. at Rock Hill, S. 0.,
second-class matter.
WOMAN'S RIGHTS!
What are women seeking? Men, the
brutes, may answer, Husbands ! But
thundering tones proclaim the mono-
syllabic word, No! What we seek with
genuine sincerity and unswerving pur-
pose is freedom and liberty! We join
unanimously with one voice that pealed
forth in past ages, "Give' us liberty,
or make us house-
wives !"
We must have support; it is impera-
tive; or else we shall not attain the
shining goal glittering in the distance,
which we have set for ourselves. Wo-
men ! this is a serious matter in these
troublous times, and let us screw our
courage to the Sticking place and we
shall stick! Co-operation is necessary;
for as the learned Greek once said,
"United we stand, divided we fall."
A QUERY
Shaking all the Egyptian World, "How
many persons can a deaf and dumb man
tickle?"
As answered by the New York Sun:
"He can jest-tickle-eight." (Gesti-
culate). • ; • -.;-'
Women of Refined Taste
GET THE '
A&trattr? Spring §>ij}b
- FROM THE =
:: WINTHROP CATALOG::
PAGE SEVENTY-EIGHT
This recognized authority is indispensable in planning your
summer wardrobe, three pages of authentic descriptions and
fascinating illustrations of advanced summer fashions. (Inver-
sions a Specialty). Only 5 cents when bought with 15-cent
patterns.
BEFORE THE MAYOR
Nov. 30, 1913—Frances Riley—Selling
Salad and Sandwiches without license.
Clem Gordan—Shooting Crap.
Emma Gassaway—Disorderly and
boisterous conduct.
Cholly Weeks—Murdering a pet cow,
called "English."
The Mayor visited the press today
and gave the following statement:
"I am glad to see this list decreasing
and rejoice over the fact that the citizens
of my town are taking such care of their
personal conduct."
NOTICE
AUCTION SALE
Second-hand Switches and Tooth-
brushes.
30 dozen sold at one time to highest
bidder.
Don't Miss The Sale.
For further imformation see
"Aunt Selina"
I., Johnson Hall. -
SPICE
Why are cats like unskilled surgeons?
Because they mew till late! and
destroy patience.
Which is easier to spell?
Fiddle-de-dee, or fiddle-de-dum.
Fiddle-de-dee, cause it is spelt with
more ee's.
Why was Eve not afraid of the
Measles?
Because she'd Adam.
What is the most awkward time for a
train to start?
12:50, as its 10 to 1 if you catch it.
I should worry and get a pain
—
Go way boy, I ain't no window.
A large and varied assortment of one
and two cent stamps and U. S. post
cards.
Mrs. Jule Simms
Supply Room, Main Bldg.
Ink (all colors black and blue), pads,
all shapes.
••••
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Tan Shoe Shines
A SPECIALTY
5c. a Square Foot
Chappel & Anderson
Boom 7, N. D.
BOOTBLACKS
Your Patronage Solicited
LOCALS
Entered into Rest!
Nov. 1, 1913.
Tango Turkey Trot Hesitation
Beloved Daughter of
Mrs. Dancie Ragging.
CLASSIFIED COLUMN
About some people you know, some
you've heard of, and some you
don't know.
Miss Sadie Desportes is spending a
few days in town; she is taking dinner
at the college today, Miss Minnie Parker
being hostess.
Cornelia P. Thomas, ex-stenography
student, partook of her Thanksgiving re-
past at the College. She gave quite a
joy ride, costing about two dollars, to
about twelve of her friends in the after-
noon.
Miss Bernice Woodward is suffering
from a sprained ankle, the result of a
shock received when Miss Vergie May-
field, Class, '13, who had been mourned
for dead, appeared at the College.
the
WADE HAMPTON LITERARY
SOCIETY
OF
Winthrop College
will present
"THE ADVENTURES OF URSULA"
A Comedy in Four Acts
BY
Anthony Hope
in THE
College Auditorium
Jan. 12, 1914, at 8:30 o'clock
Winthrop College, Rock Hill, S. C—
The funeral services over the muti-
lated remains of Miss Tango Turkey
Trot Hesitation Ragging were held in
the Dance Hall on Saturday evening,
Nov. 1, 1913. This sad ceremony brought
tears to the eyes of many as they rea-
lized the short, but sweet life of this
joyous young lady, whose career was
just beginning to bud (up here). The
following conveyed the remains to its
resting place
:
Active Pallbearers
A. Gantt, R. Berry, M. Ashe, K. Pitts,
H. Coker, R. Brown, A. Bradley, I. Cut-
tino, L. Marshall.
Honorary Pallbearers
Miss M. Gunter, Miss Wickliff, Miss I.
Dacus, Miss Moudy, Miss Russell, Miss
Jones.
The funeral services were conducted
by Rev. Lillie Richards.
FOUND—That baked beans are not only
wholesome but an excellent brain
food.
FOUND—That you don't know how
much you have to know in order to
know how little you know.
FOUND—That kleping can be cured by
setting a trap similar to a bated fish-
ing hook. For further information
and experience see "Her."
LOST—One large solitary pearl be-
tween the dance hall and Johnson Hall.
Finder please return same to Nell
Rambo and receive reward. !
LOST—Two minds. If found please re-
turn them to 437 and 443 Johnson H.
LOST—A purse containing two nickels
and a large Lincoln penny, a piece of
chamois and a small quantity of pow-
der. Please return to G. Bridges.
NOTICES
Admission SO Cents
All connected with College 25 Cents
Licenses issued to the following:
Hal—and A. Mae Williams. Wedding
to take place in June.
M. A.—and Nell Rambo wedding to
take place when "The Pearl" is found.
There will be an important meeting
of the members of the "Adenoids Move-
ment Association," under direction of
Mrs. Anne Funckhouser at 6:30 in J.
H. Parlor—New members received,
Come ! !
Frances Riley will sell on back cam-
pus this afternoon, animal crackers and
pink lemonade. For benefit of "Self
Association." (I have my license.)
_
All those exposed to contagious
diseases please see Mrs. Lillie Shumate
and Dr. Matilde Buck, so treatment can
be given and rooms fumigated.
LOST—A two cent stamp valued be-
cause of owner—Please, please return
to Nellie Hart.
When you want a dyer see—Fat Ran-
dle, the dyer.
CAED OF THANKS
To the Ed. of Yeller Peril-
Allow me to express in my feeble way
through the columns of your paper my
hearty thanks and appreciation for the
support given me by my many friends
in the late election of W. L. S. Critic.
Gratefully yours,
Annie Mae Williams.
WANTED—Twenty logical minds.
WANTED—Thirty-six hours in a day
and twenty of them for sleeping pur-
pose^
__
WANTED—To know who originated
. measles?
WANTED—To know who wrote James'
"Talks to Teachers?"
WANTED—A quick, thrifty, energetic,
capable and untiring girl to assist Mrs.
Simms, postmistress.
WANTED—A muzzle for Alice Gregg
and a ear trumpet for Gladys Bridges.
FOR RENT—One large spacious roomy
brain, situated on the heights of Spinal
Column Avenue. See Gertrude Davis.
FOR RENT—Six large well-chewed
wads of "Spearmint." See E. Wilkes—
M. Marion.
FOR SALE—A large assortment of in-
version skirts and Senior caps—Apply
Senior Hall.
FOR SALE—A book "How to Behave
in Boston."
WANTED—Some one to argue with.
BUSINESS CARD
Y. W. C. A. Exchange.
Open day and night.—Things exchanged.
Note the following:
1. Old shoes, boudoir slippers.
2. Orange sticks, chamois, old powder
cans.
3. Boudoir caps, kimonos, rings, pins.
(Senior pins).
4. Remarks on school gossip
!
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A Doubtful Heroine
to.
NE-two-three-four-five came in long musical chimes from the big clock
on the mantel. Nell's fairy book glided from her lap as she languidly
leaned her head against the big chest. Carl yawned, looked out at
the slow drizzle of rain, and half-heartedly went back to his book.
"Well, if Pa hasn't gone all the way down that muddy road to the mail box
in the rain ! Nathan could have gone as easily as not before he went for the
cows," said Grandma, taking up her knitting more briskly as she shook her head
over Grandpa's shortcomings.
"Why, I'll go, Grandma," Carl said as he gleefully buttoned his coat.
"No, no, Grandpa won't let you. He'll go anyway, for he always goes every
afternoon at four."
Grandma knitted peacefully again, and the clock ticked off the seconds.
Carl sat down and thumped the arms of the big chair. Nell tried to invent
some pastime.
A few minutes passed before Nell closed her book with a thump and darted
to the stool at Grandma's feet.
"Gramma," she said, using her pet name, "tell us a story while you knit."
"Yes, Gramma, a war story—something about the Yankees," Carl put in
eagerly.
Grandma smiled and plied her needle more slowly. Nell screwed her stool
against the old fashioned book-case, and Carl pulled the big arm chair closer.
They knew that Grandma had many interesting things to tell of the days gone
by—of the days "before the war," "during the war" or "after the war." The
stories were well-worn to her, but here were two listeners to whom the tales
would be new. And she could respond to them with that vivacity that had
characterized her youth and made her the dear "Gramma" she was now.
Grandma drew a box from the old book-case and placed it in the window.
Then slowly catching her stiches she began
:
"During the war, in 1864, rumors had come to us that Sherman was con-
tinuing his raid from Savannah through South Carolina. Many of the negroes
were afraid of the Yankees and had fled ; others, thinking that they would be
welcomed into the Northern Army, went to meet Sherman.
"Late on December the nineteenth, while Mammy was getting supper and
Fan was playing near my spinning wheel, Walter, May, and Emma came running
into the house. 'Yankees ! Yankees ! The Yankees are coming !' they cried in
terror. I knew what that meant. We would have to suffer just as victims in
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Georgia had suffered. Thinking of your Grandpa at the front as I looked at the
frightened children, I realized that I too must do what I could. Already I heard
the cackling of the chickens and the 'hoof-hoof of the hogs. Determined to
face the worst, I went out on the piazza with little Fan clinging to my skirts.
Expecting a whole army, I was relieved to see only about a dozen men. But they
were enough"—here poising her knitting needle in the air. "They were already
at their work chasing my turkeys and fine thorough-bred chicks over the whole
yard.
"I stood by the big posts at the steps and looked on. I knew it was useless
for me to say anything. As the officer came toward us, Fan began to whimper.
Just as he was about to speak, one of the soldiers near by shot at a big gobler.
If ever I saw a child in mortal terror, Fan was ! I was just about to speak when
the officer started toward us"—here Grandma dropped her knitting into her lap.
"As he approached, Fan's cries grew only more vigorous, while she clung closer
to me. He wheeled to go towards the lot, but walked only a few steps before
he turned back. Again Fan grew frantic. As he came nearer, the child was in
such terror that I couldn't have heard if he'd said anything. When the officer
moved toward two soldiers chasing a goose, Fan's sobs grew less violent; when
the two men stopped, excited whispers from the sitting room became audible.
But as soon as the officer started towards us again, Fan redoubled her shrieks.
He stopped, stood still a minute thoughtfully looking at Fan, then in half a
minute he was loosening his saddle-bag. Out of that bag he took a doll, a pretty,
brown-eyed doll dressed in pink. This time he approached, Fan grew calmer.
"
'Little girl, don't you want this doll ?' he asked as he held it toward her.
'Take it, child, and God bless you.' His voice sounded husky as he added, T had
it for my little girl 'way up North, but I want you to have it for Christmas.'
"Fan had loosened her hold on my dress and was standing on the edge of
the steps. As soon as the doll was within her reach, she clutched it and stepped
back. For a moment the officer watched her. Then turning he ordered the men
who had gathered about the horses to mount.
"As they rode away, Mammy Dinah came running up from the cellar. When
I explained the disturbance, she smothered Fan with kisses and took her into
the house.
"I stood and watched the horsemen disappear into the pines. Had they
really gone? Would they come again? Just here, Mike, Mammy's mulatto son,
shuffled up to the steps and handed me the barn keys. He'd 'done brung in the
wood an' locked up eberyting—None of de Yankeys cou'd git in that barn of
ole Massa's.' I smiled at his simplicity as I went into the house. He felt safe.
In fact, no one seemed to think trouble brewing but me. Even old Mammy was
humming a melody as she set the table.
"As we went to supper Fan clung to her treasure with a stubbornness which
provoked the other children. Not until Mammy had induced her to look at its
hair and eyes did the other children get a peep at it.
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"While the children were admiring the Yankee doll, there was a loud knock
at the back door. Motioning- to Mammy, I went, expecting to see the Yankees
back. But I was surprised when I saw only one man and yet not relieved to see
that he did not have on Federal uniform.
"
'Madam,' he said hurriedly, 'I am a Confederate soldier, and I need your
help. I have an important order for a force on Broad River. Since it must
be delivered to-night, I want you to lend me a horse. Mine broke his leg on that
pesky bridge down there in the swamp.'
"An order from whom?' I asked dubiously.
"From General Flardee,' he said.
"Well, children, I suspected that man. He said he was a Confederate soldier,
but his nasal twang had set him down for a full-blooded Yankee in my opinion.
Besides I couldn't see that his tale of boldly riding through the country teeming
with Yankees was a very likely one. If he was one of our soldiers, I wanted to
help him—he would know that; if he was a Federal, he would be just as sure
that I would hinder him if I could. 'If he were a Yankee,' thought I, 'he'd have
stolen a horse.' But the barn was locked! And he couldn't easily get into
that barn of Grandpa's
!
"
'Madam,' he began impatiently, 'I am very anxious to be on the road, and yet
I know I will fail in this attempt unless I have a horse'—Umph ! As if I were
hesitating about the horse ! He could have had every one in the barn if I'd
known he was a Southerner! I finally decided to give him the horse, but
watch him.
"He went toward the lot, but walked only a few steps before he turned say-
ing in smooth tones, 'I won't find the barn locked, will I ?'
"Ah, he knew that the barn was locked. He had already tried to get in;
he asked now, seeking to save time. Yet I was not sure—I could not say the
man was not a Confederate. How was I to know?
"Just here I heard Fan crying 'Mumma, Mumma!' Hugging the doll, she
came running toward me with Walter galloping after her on all-fours. Stumping
her toe against the handle of an axe, she fell, screaming for Walter to 'stop,
stop !' I picked her up and told Walter to take her in to Mammy.
"Perhaps it was Fan's stumble that made such a ridiculous test pop into my
head. I'm sure I can't say what else, any more than I can say what makes your
Grandpa always go for the mail himself and yet never break a seal until he sits
right there in that chair. Anyhow, the thought came, and I seized it as a way of
solving the problem.
"
'My good man,' I said, 'you're in need of a horse. Being alone here with
my children and with scarcely any servants, I am in need of some wood. Take
that axe and cut me some, and you shall have the horse.'
"As I expected, the man sneered in disgust, and stood silently glaring at me
for some minutes. Then suddenly he husked off his sandy colored coat, hurled
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it against the wall, shouldered the axe, and asked where the wood-pile was! I
know I almost gasped as I pointed behind the corner of the kitchen. He hurried
in that direction and soon I heard the regular strokes of the axe.
"Well, the unexpected had happened. But he saw through my scheme and
was trying to work it out his way after all. He knew that if he had begun the
work willingly, I would have given him the barn keys immediately. But as it
was I would be compelled to fulfill the promise I had made. I looked at the
heavy old coat lying there in a heap, and in less time than it takes to tell you,
T was scearching its pockets—for what I hardly knew. As a final attempt, I
caught it at the bottom to shake it. But something attracted my attention. The
cloth had the feeling that paper was under it. I looked closely and could see that
the lining had been ripped and sewed again. I ran to the edge of the piazza
:
That man was cutting wood as if his life depended on it ! In a few seconds I had
scissors and was furiously ripping the tell-tale place. A thin envelope fell out.
It was addressed to General John P. Hatch—but I didn't know whether he was
Federal or Confederate! Fearing to take time to read the letter, I threw it into
a brig-ht red paste-board box which Fan had been playing with that afternoon.
Flurrying through the dining-room, I reached the kitchen window just in time
to see the 'wood-chopper' hurl the axe several feet away and to let him see me
at the window.
"While he was getting a horse, I wondered if I must tell him about that
party of Yankees. But here again came the same question : Was he friend or
enemy? In the one case, I'd want to warn him ; in the other, to keep him ignorant.
I felt a little safer with that letter, so I thought I would risk telling him.
"
'There is a small river I'll have to cross?,' he asked as he sprang into
the saddle.
"
'Yes,' I answered, 'the road on the right of the pines leads you to May
River bridge. If you go the other road through the pines, you'll come across some
Yankees.'
"Muttering a 'Thank you,' he spurred his horse and galloped away. Fie
turned into the pines ! He did not take any message to Broad River ! But the
letter—that would tell me.
Running into the house I got the paper from the box and read it by the
blazing fire in the sitting-room. And here," Grandma said, pulling a well-worn
sheet of paper from the box in the window, "here is the very letter."
With Nell and Carl looking over her shoulders, she read;
"BVt Major-General Hatch :
"Your command to go by water to Bluffton, thence reach plank road leading from
Savannah. North, west, and south fortified. On east, an old dyke will let Hardee fire to
cross river on pontoon and escape into S. C—hold it. March will necessarily be slow.
Hardee now controls telegraph.
"Wm. T. Sherman,
"General."
"Dec. 19, 1864.
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"Yes, indeed the man was a Yankee messenger." Had I aided him? True
I had die paper—hut that meant nothing if he knew the order. If I'd only read
the letter before the Yankee left ! Now I'd helped him to get a message to Gen-
eral Hatch, and General Hardee would be captured. Angry at myself I crumpled
the paper. If
—
"But just here the children came scampering in. Fan toddled toward me
with the doll.
"
'Dolly tan do sleep,' she said, with her blue eyes shining.
"Before I could take her into my arms, Mammy interrupted, begging me to
come get a hot cup of tea. Carelessly dropping the letter back into the box, I
went to the table to satisfy the old negro.
"I sat several minutes brooding over what I had done. I was soon aroused
by a sudden trampling of feet. Almost the next instant there were steps on
the piazza and a loud knock on the door. I sickened with fear as I thought of the
paper. Why had I not burned it ! But it was too late now.
"The door flew open. There stood the very officer who had given Fan the
doll.
"
'Go to the children,' Mammy, I said as the men crowded in.
" 'Madam, you ripped this gentleman's coat'—the officer pointed to the man
out of uniform—'and took a paper from it, did you not?'
" T did,' I agreed.
"
'Then you must give it to us,' he said sternly. (I could hardly believe his
was the same voice that had prayed God's blessing on little Fan that evening.)
"I did not answer.
"
'Have you that paper about your person ?' he went on in the same tone.
"'No.'
"
'Have you distroyed it ?'
"If I could have said yes ! Why had I not burned it
!
" 'Madam have you destroyed that letter?'
" T have not destroyed it,' I admitted.
"In sharp tones he allotted the men to different parts of the house, telling
them to leave nothing unturned. He himself started to the sitting-room.
"I followed him. I must be in the room where that paper was. When I
got to the door, I could have fainted for joy: For there sat Fan in Mammy's
lap hugging that red box for dear life!
"'No-no-o-o! She 'seep in box.' No-no-o-o! screamed Fan, fearful that
the treasure was about to be taken from her.
"The officer paused, and his voice softened as he said, 'Child, I don't want
your doll— keep her. And little people,' he added turning to Walter, May, and
Emma, 'we are not going to hurt you.'
"I crossed the room and stood close to the children. I won't tell you what
I saw that night. It is enough to say that nothing, nothing was left unturned.
It seemed to me that the search went on for hours. I wondered if little Fan would
tire of the box and drop asleep. But, wild-eyed, she watched the officer's every
movement. Time passed. May went sound asleep, and even Walter and Emma
were nodding. Finally Fan did relax and rest more peacefully in Mammy's lap.
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"After the officer had looked in every nook and corner of the sitting room,
he began to walk restlessly to and fro across the room. Men came in and re-
ported that they had done their duty, but were sharply commanded to do it again.
Once the officer paused, and I fancied that he looked suspiciously at the box, now
but loosely held in Fan's arms. Would he take it?
"The weary hours passed. Finally the men gathered in with disappoint-
ment plainly written on their faces. The officer motioned them to the piazza.
Turning he looked thoughtfully at the box.
"
'Baby,' he said, 'let me see your box.'
"Fan's half-closed eyes opened wide. 'No-o-o-No,' she cried fretfully.
"I could hardly keep from screaming to Mammy to throw the box and doll
into the fire. But I realized that that would be foolish.
"
'Little girl,' he said winningly as he held out his hands, 'I won't hurt your
doll
—
just let me see the box.'
"Fan kicked and screamed as she drew back toward Mammy.
"The officer stepped back. But I dared not look at him lest my face betray
the secret.
." 'One word more,' the officer said hurriedly to me, '1 would ask why you did
not destroy that paper.'
"
'I never thought that a soldier would not be trusted with an order !' I
scornfully retorted.
"He left in a sort of a dazed sort of a way. I heard his command
:
"
'We must to Hilton Head to-night. Quick, men, to horse
!'
"I sank in the nearest chair exhausted. I saw it all now. They must go
to Hilton Head to find out their order. Oh, I prayed God that they would not
get back to General Hatch on time.
"Did they, did they?" cried both Nell and Carl in one breath.
"Well, General Hardee did not fortify the plank road, and that was the
way that General Hardee escaped on the night of the twentieth before General
Sherman returned from Hilton Head. Hatch could not have got the message on
time, you see. The messenger told a true story, for Mike found a horse with
a broken leg down there in the marsh."
"And Fan, how long did she hold the box?" asked Nell.
"Dear Child! She went to sleep with it in her arms, little knowing that
inside it with her doll was the very paper that would have captured General
Hardee. But here comes your Grandpa," said Grandma, taking her knitting again.
"Perhaps we'll get a letter from your mother
—
" "Or maybe 'Aunt Fan,' " said
Carl, thinking of the story.
"Yes, yes—they're all grown now. Carl, you might see if Nathan has gone
for the cows. You can't depend on negroes now, as we could before the war."*********
You ask if General Hardee's escape was really made possible by such an epi-
sode ; "Gramma" is certain of it. And somehow it gives me a peculiar pleasure to
take it in simple faith, as did Nell and Carl—let history say what it will.
—Alma Lupo.
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Slumber Song
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Watch them leap,
The pretty, white sheep,
Over the wall to the pastures of sleep-
To the pastures of sleep where the flower-dreams blow,
To the pastures of sleep where the fairy dreams grow.
Let's count them over.
As one by one
They slip in the clover
And gambol and run.
One is a lambkin as cute as can be
—
See him frisking- about in the greatest of glee.
Two is the mother ewe calling her lamb;
Three is a fierce and wicked old ram;
Four is so funny; you'd almost think
By the looks of his nose he'd been dabbling in ink;
And five is the baby along with the sheep-
He too's gone to play in the pastures of sleep.
—E. B., '14.
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Proctor's Report for Month Ending March 31, 1914
Entered into Register of the House President of J. H., April 1 (All Fools' Day)
NAME OF
DELINQUENT
Annie Gantt.
Frances Marshall.
Alice Gregg.
Alta Anderson.
Maggie Doyle.
Impertinence to proctor.
Using profane language
such, as "Stingy Kid."
Keeping her mouth shut
for five consecutive
minutes in Ped.
Actually caught work-
For using sarcasm and
then grinning.
Inability to draw a
straight line.
For manifesting unsocia
bility towards each
other.
For wearing a bright red
bow on top of her
organ hair.
PENALTY
For fighting after ten P.
M.
For cleansing false teeth
in the bath room.
or not taking her flesh-
producing tonic.
Breaking a cup on ac-
count of failure to
crook little finger as
customary.
Banishment from Ex-
ecutive Board.
Tongue tied for one day.
Shall talk to her heart's
content at the next
class meeting.
Shall take a day off in
near future.
Miss Bates, who knows
how to hand out sar-
casm, will give her a
few lessons daily.
Shall "C Means" and
ways committee.
Shall be made to have
three dates together.
Forbidden to wear bows
of any color.
Both so badly bruised
had to be taken to In
ferno. punishment suf
ficient.
Miss McCrory, Secre-
tary Y. W. C. A.
Tommie.
Annual staff.
Claire Lowman
110
Miss Dunn.
Dodo Dukes
Clem Gordan, a lover
of artistic appear-
ances. ££<
Esther Bauer, chief
cop, North D.
Have Mr. Ferguson
screw the teeth in per-
Miss Moudy.
manently.
Two dozen raw eggs
and four quarts of
milk daily.
Dr. Buck.
Miss Patten shall give
her special exercises
for accentuating the
little finger.
Margaret Marion,
dining-room proc-
tor.

the Student GovernmentWere Allowed to Report Teach
*
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OFFENDING MEMBER
lane Z. Brown.
Mary F. Dickson.
Sallie U. Grant.
Fannette Beckman.
Alice Maude
Moudy.
Annie Wintergreen
Funckhouser.
Emily P. Smith.
Aimee Parker.
Eva X. Hughes.
Jule Sims.
Cholley Weeks.
OFFENSE
Disturbing dining room
girls by getting to
breakfast too long be-
fore bell rings.
Making herself conspic-
uous by wearing a slit
skirt, green hose, and
having a red bow.
Chewing gum in Train-
ing School.
Unwarranted speed in
talking, thereby render-
ing her conversation
unintelligible.
Failing to do her duty
in assisting Senior hall
proctor.
For rudely jostling the
President, also for run-
ning through J. H. in
a loud whistling man-
For saying "boo" at the
President as he entered
office.
For unsociability.
For passing all stenog-
raphy girls.
For wasting time sigh-
ing, "Oh ! for a little
leisure time."
For dropping "one" baby
off that hip, and for
starving his wife out.
REPORTED BY
Katie Yarborough,
Essie Suber.
Louise McCown.
Little Joe Miller.
Liza Mac.
Timid Catherine
Moore.
Ida McAllister.
Florence Boyd.
J. H. girls.
Mayme Anderson.
Blair, the "male" man
Mrs. Leaner Weeks.
Shall put plates around
on seventy tables every
a. m. for the next six
weeks.
Hereafter shall wear
neat, becoming, stylish
skirt with "inversion."
All gum lodged on her
bed shall pass into the
hands of inspector
;
that is, the maid.
Miss Kirk shall give her
lessons in enunciation.
Shall be stationed in
hall from 7 to 9:50
p. m., disciplinary rod
in hand.
Shall be made to read
"Good Manners and
Good Form" in Ladies'
Home Journal; also
Roberts' "Rules of Or-
der."
Shall be made to at-
tend Wednesday night
prayer meeting with
Pawnee Jones.
Shall visit the girls every
night after 10 :00 p. m.
X cused.
Shall lick stamps for all
letters mailed from
now until June.
Shall learn to carry
babies on that same
hip.
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Henry D. Guelich.
Clem, Bill Good-
man, Eddie Poag,
and Johnnie Fer-
guson.
J. Thompson
Brown.
If the Student Government Were Allowed to Report Teachers— (Continued)
offense
For "guess" ing at a
girl's name.
Shooting crap behind
laundry at 11 :30 Sun-
day night.
For strolling through the
Sophomore gardens
and scaring away pet
crows.
Ungentlemanly conduct.
For forgetting to tell
Junior section A that
he had been engaged
in every profession
from a brick-layer to
a professor.
For failing to snap his
fingers at Miss Glaze
when she went to the
board.
Neglecting to give his
"bits of sarcasm" in
"psy" class.
For thinking herself
"sumpin" and being
sarcastic.
For not looking into mir-
ror one day and there-
by failing to see that
six strands of hair
were out of place.
Omitting to excuse one
girl who failed to look
up history notes.
For breaking the tran
som over her class
room door because she
failed to stoop as she
went out.
reported by
Catherine Guess.
Mr. Jenkins (who was
slighted).
Frightened maids of
Johnson Hall.
Liza Mac, T r o 1
1
Speights and Gen
Taylor.
Norma Moore.
Ronnie Odom.
Two psying girls
Fat Randall and
Grace McDowell.
Maggie Doyle, Esther
Bauer.
Miss M a
;
Lemon.
gi e V
PENALTY
Hattie Hanks.
Freshman — Frances
Marshall.
Shall not be allowed to
attend next guessing
contest.
Excused, as each had
already received a
black eye.
Shall pour down her
own throat all oil and
pills that she gives for
sprained ankles.
Study Emerson's "Es-
say on Manners."
For the next two months
the chapel exercises
will be turned over to
Tommie and he shall
relate his numerous
experiences.
Mrs. Coker shall have
hubby rise at 6 :30 each
morning and pop his
fingers until breakfast.
Sticking plaster shall
stop all sounds until
he psys.
Shall be made to take
lessons in sarcasm by
ex-teacher Miss Mel-
lichamp.
His valet, Mr. Orr, will
harness and curry him
every morning more
carefully in the future.
Shall be made to write
a thesis with the help
of Ida J. and the
library.
Shall be given gym. ex-
ercises so as to reduce
her height.
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Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
OFFICERS
FRANCES MARSHALI • ..President 8i
DESIR GILMORE Vice-President
ANNA BRADLEY Secretary
SARAH HARLEY , Treasurer
CHAIRMEN OF COMMITTEES
Mary H. Attaway Missionary
Nathalie Forsyth e ; -Social
Alta Anderson : ?xte" sl0IJ
Emily Glaze Building Fund
Katharine Edwards • Membership
Alma Chapman Membership Dues
Eliza Ervin : Publication
\nna Brown Association News
Desir Gilmore Bible Study
Sarah Harley Systematic Giving
Ruth Berry Devotional
Ella Wilkes Students' Exchange
Clifford Barratt Leader of Student Volunteer Band
Miss Pearl McCrory General Secretary
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The Young Women's Christian Association
HE Young Women's Christian Association, with a membership of
over five hundred, is the largest and most influential organization at
Winthrop College. Its influence too, is not confined to its members
onlv, but is felt throughout the college, and each girl who comes into
. ._ contact with it feels that her life is made fuller and richer thereby.
The work for the year was definitely and systematically planned, and good
results have been accomplished by faithful and efficient service. The attendance
of the students at the morning watch and song services, Wednesday evening
prayer meetings, and special meetings held during the week of prayer, at Thanks-
giving and at other times, stands as evidence of the interest aroused by the faith-
ful and united efforts of the Devotional Committee.
There are eighteen Bible Study classes, which meet once a week for system-
atic study. There are about six hundred and forty girls enrolled in these
classes. There are also about five hundred girls enrolled in Mission Study.
The budget, amounting to $2,155, a part of which goes towards the salary
of Miss Guitner, the general secretary of the Young Women's Christian Associa-
tion in Madras, India, has been raised.
Under the management of the Social Committee, the annual reception was
given for welcoming the new students at the beginning of the year; parties and
entertainments have been given to the different classes, and a recreation hour
every Saturday night has been open to everyone in our new association room.
This room was given to the Association by President Johnson at the first of the
year and was furnished by the proceeds from the store.
During the year, our Association has been represented by delegates sent to
the South Carolina Students' Council, held at Hartsville, S. C. ; the Quadrennial
Convention of the Student Volunteer Movement held in Kansas City; and the
Blue Ridge Conference at Black Mt., N. C. Our Association has gained new-
ideas and inspirations in the different branches of work by this coming in touch
with other associations.
During the year an Association has been organized among the town girls.
This Association is run on the same basis as the college organization, but is a
separate organization, with its own officers and distinct lines of work.
The Association has taken a decided step forward in the establishment of a
Students' Exchange. Through the kindness of Dr. Johnson, we have the use of a
large, well-equipped room, and many are the needs which are met by this Exchange.
Many helpful suggestions have been given us and our spiritual strength has
been deepened in the past months by the visits of different Association Workers.
Some of our visitors of this year have been Miss Lois Neel, a former student of
Winthrop, who is now on the secretarial staff of the S. A. F. Committee of the
Y. W. C. A., Dr. Rachael McMaster, who was, at one time, president of the
Association here and later at the Women's Medical College at Philadelphia, and
is at present a Medical Missionary to Mexico ; Miss Cory, a traveling secretary
of the Student Volunteer Movement ; Miss Casler, our executive secretary, and
Miss Bertha Coude, Senior Student Secretary of the National Board of the
Young Women's Christian Association, and Mr. George Irving, editor of the
"North American Student."
For the work which we have accomplished and for the advantages which
have come to us in this year, we would give praise and glory to our Heavenly
Father, without whose aid we could have accomplished nothing.
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United Daughters of the Confederacy
OFFICERS
MARY HOWARD President EDMONIA GARRETT . . Vice-President
History of the Winthrop Chapter of the U. D. C.
AVING felt the need of an organization to keep alive the memory
of the illustrious deeds of our Confederate dead, a few girls organized
the Winthrop College Chapter of the United Daughters of the Con-
federacy in April, 1899. Miss Irene Salley was the first president.
For several years the Chapter was weak, but it gained strength with
time. It has sent delegates to the U. D. C. Convention for the past several years.
Miss Mary Howard represented our Chapter at the National Convention in New
Orleans in November, 1913, and Misses Alma Knight and Mae Antley were our
representatives at the State Convention held in Edgefield, S. C.
We have been very successful in our canvas for new members, but there
are yet a number of girls who could be members of the Chapter if they were only
willing to devote a little time to the work. When we consider the numerous duties
of College life, we cannot expect a College Chapter to be in so flourishing a con-
dition as other Chapters. Yet, we feel that we accomplish our purpose, which
is to teach our girls to instill in the hearts of their pupils love, respect, and honor
for the Lost Cause and those who died for us.
—M. D. M.
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D. B. Johnson Association for School Improvement
OFFICERS
FIRST TERM
RUTH DORRILL President
KATE WOFFORD Vice-President
NINA LEWIS Recording Secretary
CLIFFORD BARRATT Corresponding Secretary
FLORENCE McINTOSH '. Treasurer
m
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RURAL SCHOOL
SECOND TERM
myra l. cochran
ida McAllister .
m. emma cooper .
mattie matheny
President
,
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
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/n /oco parentis—Funkey.
/acta wf a/<?a—It's done did.
Je ne sais pas—Answer to Maggie's question.
Lex loci—Rules, rules, rules ! !
On dit—Scandal
!
Rara avis—Dickey bird !
Savoir vivre—Good breeding (a certain person's by-word).
Semper fidelis—Baked beans.
Veni, vidi, vici—The proctor came, she saw, she reported
!
Lapsus linguae—A slip of the tongue.
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Here's to the one above all others,
To the one whose name we all do cherish;
ere's to the one whose worth is known,
Whose fame and influence ne'er shall perish,
o let us fill our glasses now,
And fill them to the utmost brim
;
cup of gladness, health, and wealth,
Each one of you now drink to him.
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Hail to Winthrop, all hail
!
Hail to the garnet and gold.
Hail Winthrop! All hail!
Oatmeal, cornmeal,
Wheat and mush
;
The Freshies are dying-
So everybody—hush !
Subbies' Veil
O-o-o-h ! Boo-hoo
!
College Yells and Song
m
Pee-lanka, lanka, lanka,
Tweedle. weedle, woodle
;
Seniors ! Sophomores ! vs.
Another little job for the undertaker,
Another little task for the casket-maker
;
In a local cemetery they
Are very, very busy on a brand new grave
—
No hope, you Seniors
!
Razzle, dazzle, never frazzle,
Not a thread but wool
;
All together, all together,
That's the way we pull
—
Seniors, Sophomores
!
<<±>
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Que vie, que vi,
Que viv, vo, vum
!
Johnny had a rat trap
Bigger than a cat trap
!
Hannibal, Cannibal
!
Sis ! boom ! bah !
Specials ! Specials
!
Rah! Rah! Rah!
Seniors in a high' chair,
Who put them up there?
Ma! Pa! Sis! boom, bah!
Juniors, Juniors
!
Rah! Rah! Rah!
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ACT IT.—Scene i. Scene—The Same. Time—9 A. M., April 3, 19
CAST OF CHARACTERS.
Sophomores (1914) vs. Freshmen (1915).
Synopsis—While the audience yelled, the two teams fought like tigers,
at the end of the act the score was 10 to 10. The teams were then
encored and
the Sophomores broke the tie.
Scene 2. Seen*—The Same.- 7n»c—One Week Later.
CAST OF CHARACTERS.
Sophomores vs. Seniors.
Synopsis—Truly a love act was performed while the chorus sang,
"Gee l we wish we had a rag But since we know _ that one
must lose,
That was bio- enouo-h for two, Because we know just one can win,
So that whe°n we have finished the game We're determined,
whatever happens,
It would wave o'er gold and black and blue. Each of us will wear a
grin !
And yes, each of us Sophomores wore a grin when we saw our sister class
carry off the banner from the field.
ACT III. Scene—The Same. Time—4:45 ?• M - AP ril 4- W3-
CAST OF CHARACTERS.
Seniors (1013) vs. Juniors (1914).
Synopsis—Of all sad words of tongue or pen, the saddest are these,
beat
ACT IV. Scene—On Back Campus. rime—April, 1914-
CAST OF CHARACTERS.
Seniors (1914) vs. Juniors (1915)- Synopsis—Here's hoping! 1 !
!
—Ruth Brown.
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SPECIAL BASKETBALL TEAM
Special Team
ARCARET SOMI'AVKAC Capt. and Mgi
LINE-UP
Annie Laurie Suber
. . Forward
Nannie Lee Sowell
. Forward
Nell Smith
Ethel Hoffmann
.
.
Field
Margaret Boineau.. Field
guards
Blonde Barton
Eddie Woodson
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Examination Rag
09/
1 wish I were a nigger,
Or something of the kind,
Without a care or worry,
With no weight on my mind.
I wish I were a teacher,
With naught to do all day,
But sit and ask some questions
To pass the time away.
I wish I were most anything
Except the thing I am,
A scared and wretched Winthrop girl
Along about exam.
&
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If Dreams Came True At Winthrop
f
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^q We'd have a Thanksgiving dinner every day.
The uniform would consist of anything we chose.
There would be no pink slips, or Ill's or IV's, for that matter.
Sarcasm would be entirely obsolete.
Every day would be Sunday, with no chapel.
Baked beans would be cast into the bottomless pit.
There would be no rule against putting tacks in the wall.
Cutting classes would be at the discretion of the "cutter."
There would be no more boring notices—"The following were marked absent or tardy:'
"Tommy" wouldn't have "pets," and Miss Dickson would not have "rushes."
Last, but not least, annuals would come forth without any work a-tall.
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Colors : Champagne and Violet.
OFFICERS
GRACE McDOWELL Most Superb Cassiopeia
MARY TROTT All-Vigilant Andromeda
JANE RIVERS Most Austere Scribe
vfffiftm ELIZA MACFARLAN Worthy Croesus
LALLAH MARSHALL Winged Hermes
PLEIADS
Mabel Ashe Charlotte Pyatt
Esther Bauer Lou Ellen Ligon
Gladys Bridges Maggie May Seale
Ella Wilkes
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Colors: Gold and Black.
ANNIE NORINE WEST, President
MEMBERS
G. Strickland & F. Andrews >
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SIGMA TAU
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Claudia Brown
IVLEJYl ±>±i.K,&
Olive Gandy
Alma Chapman Bennie Moore
Madge Edwards Meta Rogers
Mabel Leigh Ev ANS N ora Rogers
M ARY T. Fletc HER
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SIGMA DELTA THETA -
Sigma Delta Theta
Colors : O/rf Rose and Dark Green
OFFICERS
LELA TOWNSEND President
KATHERINE MAYES Vice-President
NORMA MOORE Treasurer
i
MEMBERS
Nell Smith Marjorie Barr
Margaret Smith Margaret Moore
Charlotte Harrall Rachael McCauley
Rebecca James Martha Richardson
Loretta Jervey
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Eta Pi's
(Founded October 11, 1911)
Colors: Pink and Green Flower: Wild Rose
Password : Marcum ! By All Means
!
Aim : To Etapi
OFFICERS
TROTT Chief Pi Eta
FAT RANDLE Assistant Chief Pi Eta
MAG SEALE Dough Pi
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THE OTHER PIETAS
Mab Ashe
Grace McDowell
Catherine Moore
Sada Williamson
Bessie Walsh
Esther Bauer
Mayme Anderson
Ai.ta Anderson
Gladys Bridges
Mary Means
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"And certain stars shot madly from their spheres
To hear the sea-maid's music."
FIRST SOPRANO
Varina Huff
Margaret Cheyne
Cartta Randle
FIRST ALTO
Maggie Mae Seale
Eunice Keel
Anna Roddey Miller
second soprano
Marie McNair
Ethel Hoffmann
Mary Frew
SECOND ALTO «.
Frances Marshall
Annie Gantt
Isabelle Fewell
DIRECTRESS
Miss Elsa Jennings
•
.:
Colors : Green and White
Motto : "Come and trip it as ye go,
On the light fantastic toe."
OFFICERS
MABEL ASHE President
FRANCES MARSHALL r , Vice-President
Thalia German Club
MEMBERS
Gladys Bridges
Esther Bauer
Annie Gantt
Anna Roddey Miller
Maggie May Seale
144
Cecile McKagen
Charlotte Pyatt
Mary Trott
Catherine Walker
Bessie Walsh
&an
OFFICERS
ALTA ANDERSON
, President
ELIZABETH BROWN Secretary
Terpsichorean German Club
Virginia Taylor
Minnie C. Taylor
Norma Moore
Sophia Woods
MEMBERS
Agnes Speights
Carolyn Speights
Eliza Macfarlan
Edith Clayton
Virginia Jennings Nell Smith
"On with the dance ; let joy be unconfined."
145
THE BLOSSOMS
Nellie Louise Barton The Largest Blossom
May Bowman The Sweetest Blossom
Lucile Boswell The Neatest Blossom
Lois Bryant The Quietest Blossom
Mary Lou Dibble The Dimpled Blossom
Lois Dukes The Royal Blossom
Mary Freeman The Vainest Blossom
Mary Herbert The Cutest Blossom
Dorothy Jeffords The Roundest Blossom
Tack Josey The Most Attractive Blossom
Katherine Josey The Daintiest Blossom
Susie Kortjohn The Choicest Blossom
Louise Mewborne The Dearest Blossom
Hannah Salley The Best Blossom
Inez Vincent The Most Innocent Blossom
Ella Wilkes The Oldest and Finest Blossom
Murdaugh Brunson The Tangerine
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The Gamecocks 'GS
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Colors: Purple and White
Place of Meeting: Sumter, S. C.
MEMBERS
Carita Pandle
Bessie Walsh
Maggie May Seale
Anna Brown
Margaret Cheyne
Mamie Edmunds
Mattie Hill
Mary Mellette
Frances Mellette
Katie Pitts
Margaret Williford
Minnie Jones
Frances Blanding
Gordon Field
Susie Dick
Adele Pitts
Innis Cuttino
Rose Cheyne
Lily Gregg
Anna Dell Heriot
Maeel Booth
Mary Haynesworth
Cecile McKagen
Agnes Bryan
Carrie Jones
Margaret De Lorme
Corrine De Lorme
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SWEET SIXTEEN FROM THE BURG ON THE EDISTO
Sweet Sixteen From the Burg On the Edisto
a CD
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fes
Aim : To have the mostest fun in the worstcst way
Song : "When that Midnight Choo-Choo Leaves for Orange-burg !'
Mardie Boinneau
Ernestine Boinneau
murdaugh brunson
Ella Wilkes
Mary Freeman
Lucile Howell
Susie Kortjohn
Ethel Hoffmann
Lois Dukes
Emily Glaze
Clare Lowman
Grace Wilkes
Louise Mewbourne
Tnez Vincent
May Bowman
Dorothy Jeffords
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Lucky Thirteen From Bishopville
sVi_ Flower: Four-Leaf Clover Colors: Green and White
Place of Meeting: Where the clovers bloom
®f S Time of Meeting: On all occasions
to".
.
Aim : To get back to Bishopville
OFFICERS
/PCl ^T% OLIVE DIXON President
<W/ dKW% SARAH [AMES Vice-President
tj 5^ ANNA BRADLEY Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
ROSAMONDE DlXON ELTSE Du BoSE
Myrtle James • Emma Heriot
CCT5I XJ* fl^Vi -i Eulalie Shaw Martha Wilkinson
Mabry McCoy Marguerite Scarborough
Gladys Hearon Maude Donald
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"An Organ (Ap) Peal'
r r
«
I hear the organ pealing forth
;
Will they never let it rest?
From early morn till dewy eve
Its tone is put to test.
Oh ! my, if organs could but speak,
These words I'm sure 'twould say,
"Please leave my ivory keys alone;
Give me a rest to-day."
;<x>
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There was a girl in our school,
And she was wondrous wise.
She never tried to study much,
For fear she'd hurt her eyes.
And when at last exams came round,
With all her might and main,
She crammed, and crammed, and crammed some more,
But, alas, she crammed in vain.
For, now that her report has come,
Amazed she seems to be
;
Instead of the stars that should have been,
She finds just III, III, III.
—Rose Herbert, '16.
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CORRESPONDENCE CLUB
The Correspondence Club
"Hear ye not the Hum of Mighty Workings?"
Motto : The pen is the tongue of the mind
OFFICERS
ANNA HARMS President
MYRA COCHRAN Vice-President
ANNIE MAE GENTRY Secretary
KELLA WATSON Treasurer
MEMBERS
Loula Allein Eunice Fitts Sarah Belle Pope
Pearl Allen Pearl Harvey Katie Rogers
Jessie Armstrong Cornelia Hines Chlotilde Rowei.l
Pamela Bradham Kate Hines Marian Simmons
Claudia Brown Ella Hunter Grace Smoak
Margaret Cheyne Lola Hunter Claire Steele
Elizabeth Connelly Martha Jenkinson Lillian Swetenberg
Agnes Connor Elizabeth Kellam Mattie Thomas
Vera Corley Ray Kitchings Madeline Truesdale
Ruth Crouch Nina Lewis Mary Walsh
Ernestine Daniels Ella McCutcheon May Weeks
Mary Lou Dibble Lera McCown Ruby Williams
Mabel Evans Etha Palmer Kate Wofford
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The Varsities
"Purple and green! "Hurrah for the pink!
Purple and green ! Hurrah for the yellow !
The finest team Hurrah for the team
Ever was seen !" Of right good fellow !"
MEMBERS OF TEAM
Helen Coker 1st. b Lois Watkins
Gertrude Barnett 2d b Grace Pack
Susan Gower 3db Elizabeth Connelly (Capt.'y
Agnes Bryan r.f Claire Steele
Ellen Smith c Elizabeth Stribling
Annie Mae Gentry s.s Marie Gregory
Alta Anderson c.f May Belle McLaurin
Gertrude Stevenson l.f Daisy Lee Jones
Hazel Hutaff (Capt.) p Clifford Barrett
substitutes
Edith Clayton Mildred Sellers
Virginia Jennings Fay McHugh
UMPIRE
Miss Sara R. Marcum
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Fourteen Home-makers
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Ambition : To put "Practice Home" training into use
Motto : Right away
Place of Meeting : In love's cottage Time of Meeting: All day, every day
"Possess an aim!" so Tommie has said
In 'most every lesson of Ped.
Thus we are following good advice,
In striving to get the name of wife.
Don't be surprised to see below
Names of '14 Seniors in a row
Having this aim beyond the school,
Though some may think 'tis an aim of fools.
Mae Antley
May Bowman
Myra Cochran
Emma Cooper
Olive Dixon
Julia Gaillard
Desir Gilmore
Sarah Harley
Anna Harms
Mary Massey
Lucile Shaw
Nannie Smith
Clara Woods
Annie May Williams
&
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"The last shall be first"
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Poet, A. Noyes
Salobrities—-Those Daughters of Eve who arise up in their beds when Winthrop's
signal peals forth in throbbing accents and indulge in the "Hesitation," followed by assum-
ing an upright position, only to "sit and think and sit and think," usually, however "just sit."
Marguerite Tolbert Ella Cross Edwina McCollough
Salubriettes—Includes those members of our Banging Club who are always the first
to greet the illustrious expressman with the never-varying query, "Oh, please, sir, let me
see the tags on the packages, just the ones that contain edibles." Altruistically and eagerly
they assist the fortunate ( ?) recipients of these boxes from home, and with hammer and
hatchet soon bang boxes to pieces and become in reality Salubrietters.
Clara Woods Gladys Bridges Lois Dukes
Celebrities—Includes those who, from their own magnificent view-point, scorn the
follies of those who are not as socially efficient as Celebrities deem themselves. They have
already reached the top of the ladder ; in fact, have broken the last rung and are ready
to fling it in contempt at all those who are not yet Celebrities.
Mary Howard Lucile Shaw Ella Wilkes
Salubrities—Includes those who spend their time taking a superficial view of the
conglomerated conditions at Winthrop prognosticating over the following impossible para-
doxes : No uniform at Winthrop; The absence of Dick; No fish on Thurs. ; No cheese or
apples; Short sleeves.
Julia Gailliard Edmonia Garrett Emily Glaze Margaret Marion
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The Worried Thirteen
OFFICERS
ANNA BROWN Pr
MARY LOU DIBBLE Secretary and Treasurer
Time or Worry: When reports and slips go round
"An all-day sucker
For me and for you
Will bring forgetfulness
Of slips and worries too."
MEMBERS
<§l
Mae Bowman
Anna Bradley
Susie Edwards
Mary Herbert
Nellie Louise Barton
Lois Bryant
Anna Brown
Mary Lou Dibble
Caroline Brennan
Annie Teague
Innis Cuttino
Gertrude Davis
Hannah Salley
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Quarter Club
MISS NOBODY - President
THE SAME Vice-President
LIKEWISE Secretary
DITTO Treasurer
Place of Meeting : Under the quarter moon
Time of Meeting : When the quarters come
Motto : "To do 'some' eating"
MEMBERS
Kathryn Josey Nannie Lee Sowell
Louise Sowell Perry Belle Bennett
Lucile Boswell Ruth McDow
Jack Josey Mary Herbert
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Giggling Club
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Nellie Hines
Anna Bradley
May Bowman
Meta Rogers
Gertrude Davis
Inez Myers
Louise Mewborne
Mary Hayes
Marie Smith
May Muldrow
Olive Gandy
Margaret Gandy
Perry Bell Bennett
Ruth McDow
Kathryn Josey
Inez Vincent
Dorothy Jeffords
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A centipede was happy quite,
Until a frog, in fun,
Said, 'Pray, which leg comes after which?
This raised her mind to such a pitch
She lay distracted in the ditch,
Considering how to run."
If a man who turnips cries,
Cry not when his father dies,
Tis a proof that he would rather
Have a turnip than a father."
'If half the road was made of jam,
The other half of bread,
How very nice my walks would be,"
The greedy infant said.
THE LAZY ROOF
'The Roof it has a Lazy Time
A-lying in the Sun
;
The Walls they have to Hold Him Up
;
They do not Have Much Fun !"
MY FEET
'My feet, they haul me round the house,
They hoist me up the stairs
;
I only have to steer them and
They ride me everywheres."
IN THE NIGHT
'The night was growing old,
As she trudged through snow and sleet;
Her nose was long and cold,
And her shoes were full of feet."
THE AUTUMN LEAVES
'The Autumn leaves are falling,
Are falling here and there
;
They're falling through the atmosphere,
And also through the air."
POOR BROTHER
'How very sad it is to think
Our poor benighted brother
Should have his head upon one end,
His feet upon the other."
THE SEA
"Behold the wonders of the mighty deep,
Where crabs and lobsters learn to creep,
' And little fishes learn to swim,
And clumsy sailors tumble in."
MELANCHOLIA
"I am a peevish student, I,
My star is gone from yonder sky.
I think it went so high at first
That it just went and gone and burst."
"They were old stupids who wrote
The verses above that we quote
;
Their want of all sense
Was something immense,
Which made them persons of note."
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Emblem: Pitchfork
Colors: Fiery Red and Murky Black
Motto : To do and dare
MEMBERS
Kitty Mayes
Agnes Curlee
Helen Coker
Adele Pitts
Charlotte Harrall
Helen McDill
Agnes Bryan
Susie Dick
Virginia Owens
Rebecca James
Helen Tolbert
Evie Shands
Gym Club
m§.
Motto : To cut shines
Aim : To do stunts
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GYM CLUB
OFFICERS
JULIA PORTER President
FLOY TOOLE Vice-President
LILA SMITH Secretary
ALMA FUNCHESS Treasurer
MEMBERS
Bessie Porter Mary Jennings
Estelle Toole Fay Rikard
Georgia Porter Elise Stroman
Carrie Stroman
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HE winter's sun was midway the horizon, and people from all
tions of the city of Leipsig were passing backwards and forwan
Little Delma Dykes, with a bucket in her hands, was passing the con-
servatory carrying lunch to her father, who was working in the
factory. Each day as she passed this place, the music of a violin attracted her
attention. She would creep behind the hedge and listen at the music, then run
off home humming little bits of the selection she had heard.
Taking down an old dilapidated violin which her father had when a boy,
she would diligently pick out little portions of the piece on the violin. Weeks
and weeks passed, and still the music of the lone violin could be heard. Delma
became anxious to know why it was that whoever it was did not play another
piece sometimes. She now carried her violin along, and whenever no one was
around she would hide among the hedges and play along with the lone violin.
"Oh, if I could only find out what that music means," she thought as she
walked slowly.
Just then a middle-aged man walked from the building. Delma quickened
her pace, and upon reaching him, she laid her tiny mittened hand on his arm.
He turned with a look of scorn, but upon seeing the tiny creature, his looks
softened, and he asked,
—
"What does this mean, my child?"
"Sir, will you tell me the meaning of the lone violin?"
"What lone violin?" he asked.
"Sir, the one I hear every day as I go home from carrying my father's
dinner. It plays the same piece at the same time every day."
The man, who was a great composer, patted the child on the head and
laughed.
—
"Daughter, that is Madam X., the world's greatest volinist. All of the
greatest musicians are to give a festival when the King comes over from London,
and Madam X. is to give that selection
!
"Thank you, sir, for telling me, because I have longed to know the mean-
ing of that lone violin."
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Saying this she hastened home.
"Oh Mother, the King is coming, and all the greatest musicians are to
for him. The lone violin is to play, and Mother, how I wish we could go.
should see the King, and hear the music; then, too, there would be the \
>ig buildings we could go into."
"Hush, Delma, that is idle talk. Don't you know that we are poor
people, and the King would feel hurt to have us in his presence? But I enjoy
hearing you play as much as I would to hear the greatest players. Get your
violin down and play for me."
"Oh, I'll play that you are the King, and I'm Madam X. Mother, this is
exactly what she is going to play."
With that the twelve year old child drew her bow, and such music the
anxious mother had never heard before.
"I learned that from the lone violin, Mother; as I passed the conservatory
a man told me that was Madam X. praticing for the King's festival."
The Mother's eyes were bright, but her heart was sad, to think of such talent
which could never be trained.
# # * * * * # *
There had been a slow drizzle all night, and the winter's cold left every-
thing frozen over. The paved streets were like glass.
Beneath the evergreen hedge around the conservatory, the figure of a child
with faded coat and hood could be seen, crouching by an old violin. Her tiny
frame shook with cold.
"Pray, what is this?" said a pleasant looking lady of about thirty-five years
who was hastily walking around the grounds of the conservatory. She drew
nearer and fjgund it to be a child beneath the shrubbery.
She looked down and stroked the hooded head, saying
—
"Why are you lingering thus in the cold, little girl? You will be ill if you
remain here."
The child rose up, and hastily slipped the old violin beneath her coat.
"Ma'm, I was only waiting here to hear the music which I hear every day as
I come from carrying my father's lunch."
"What kind of music, little girl?"
"The music of a violin ; a man said it was to play when the King came. Are
you going to hear it?"
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"Yes, if nothing happens I shall see the King. May I ask what you are
carrying;
theThe child pulled the old violin out. The lady looked amazed, then took
instrument in her hands.
"What are you doing with this?" Madam X. asked.
"I hrought it with me so I could play along with the lone violin."
The lady laughed, then persuaded the child to go to her study with her.
"What is your name little girl?"
"Delma Dykes, and I'm twelve years old."
"Delma—why that's a strange name,—come into my study, and let us talk
awhile. Pull off your hood and coat, because you won't feel it when you go out."
Delma was so interested in the fixtures about the room that she scarcely
heard what was said to her; at first she hesitated, then shyly drew off her coat
and hood.
Her head was a mass of long golden curls which were tied with a badly worn
piece of blue ribbon; her dress was a little gingham which was faded, but
spotlessly clean.
The lady's eyes seemed to feast upon the child for a while, then turning the
old violin, she struck one chord, then laid the instrument down. The child
clapped her hands; that one chord seemed to serve as an introduction between
lady and child.
"Oh, you are Madam X., who plays the lone violin, aren't you? Please
play all the piece."
Madam X. drew from a case a magnificent violin, and after running her
bow across it several times, played the piece which Delma had been listening to
for so many months. She was more interested than the King would be. Madam
X. watched her all the time as she sat against the pillows in an easy chair.
"Now, Delma, can't you play?"
"Oh, Madam, my music don't sound like yours. I play the songs like Mother
sings, while you play for all the rich people in the big building over there."
Madam X. with a smile of amusement at the child-like answer, insisted upon
her playing.
"Didn't you say you were learning the piece of the lone violin?" Madam
X. asked.
"Yes, ma'am, but I can't play like you."
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Delma took the bow to her worn instrument, and just a few chords had
been played when Madam X. stepped towards her, commanding,
"Take this and play upon it," handing Delma her own instrument.
Delma played through the whole selection without a pause.
Madam X. completely dumb-founded mused in an undertone—"The touch
of a Master."
Delma laid the instrument very carefully upon the large mahogany table,
but Madam X. insisted that she play one of her home songs, so taking the violin
again, she played, "Love's Old Sweet Song."
The walls of the study would have encored the young violinist if they could
have; never before had such music been played in the study.
"Delma, it is wonderful how you play, did you say you had never taken
lessons?"
"No Ma'am, I play by hearing others. Daddy played when he was young
and Mother says I take after him. It is growing late so I guess I had better go,
Mother will be anxious about me."
"Where do you live?"
"Oh Madam X., we are poor, so of course Daddy has to work in the factory.
We live in the mill district."
"What is your street number?"
"Mother said it was Ridge Street, and over our door is a 2-7-6-1; I don't
know what you call it."
Tears almost gathered in Madam X's eyes ; to think that a child of apparently
twelve did not know how to read the figures over her door.
She went to the foot of the steps with Delma, and made her promise to
come again.
# # * * H= * * *
Time was rapidly passing and only a few days remained before the King
would arrive. It was talked about by everybody from the members of the royal
family to the poorest child in the mill district.
Each day Madam X. watched for Delma, but lately she ceased to pass. It
was cold, everything had been frozen over. She grew more anxious about Delma.
Suppose she had fallen and gotten hurt. She could stand it no longer. So she
set out to find 2761 Ridge Street.
Time passed before she could find her destination. She was getting cold
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and night was fast approaching. Her heart seemed to grow heavy when she
suddenly turned a corner, and found herself on Ridge Street.
The street was crowded with rude shanties, some of them almost tumbling
down. On the corner of the street was a house quite different in appearance
from the others. Over the door was the number 2761. Madam X's heart leaped
;
as she noiselessly walked up the steps, she saw in a thinly curtained room, tlv
figure of a child leaning over a bed of smothering coals. On the other side of
the fireplace, a middle-aged woman, thinly clad, sat shivering with cold; in her
arms, wrapped in an old quilt, was a child.
"Oh the pangs of poverty," said Madam X. as she saw the sight. She knew
then that Delma did not have sufficient clothing to face such bitter weather with,
and that was the reason she had not seen her lately. She tip-toed down the
steps, and went away, she knew how embarrassing it would make the poor
Mother feel to have her enter; then too, there was no room around the slowly
dying embers for her
Tt was night when she reached the conservatory, but going to her study she
walked to her phone, and ordered food, clothing, and coal to be sent to 2761
Ridge Street immediately. The Dykes had eaten almost their last morsel of food,
the last piece of coal had been put upon the fire, and their clothing was too thin
to do much good. Mr. Dykes had died the week before, and the Mother and two
little children were left to make a support. The poor Mother had kneeled down
to pray for help, when some one rapped. She got up and peeped through the
window, and who should she see but a man with a basket of packages and a
wagon of coal in front of her house.
"Delma, my child, the good Master has answered our prayers," she said as
she opened the door.
The man delivered the packages, and unloaded the coal, but refused to say
who sent them.
In a few minutes a bright fire blazed in the fireplace, and smiles of joy took
the place of ones of sorrow.
* * * * * *
* *
In a softly lighted ward in the City Infirmary, Madam X. lay tossing about
on her bed. She had contracted pneumonia the day she went to find Delma's
home. Physicians pronounced her case the worst that had ever been in the
Infirmary.
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To-day Madam X. seemed to rest easier: it was time for the King's festival
and it would be impossible for her to go. The director of the festival had daily
come to inquire if she could fill her number, but the physicians said "No."
Madam X. begged that she might write a note. When the nurse brought
her writing materials she wrote the following
:
City Infirmary, Leipsig, Germany.
Dear Delma— 1 am sending machine for you to come to me at once at the City Infirmary.
Madam X.
In a few minutes Delma was brought into Madam X's ward; she ran to
her friend, and putting her tiny arms around her neck, began to cry.
"Oh Madam X , what are you doing here ; I didn't know you were sick
;
and to think in a few hours the festival will begin."
"Yes, Delma," and pulling her closer, Madam X. whispered something in
her ear.
Delma rushed out of the room, and ordered the chauffeur to drive as fast as
possible to the Grand Theatre.
The streets were crowded; Delma stole up a back flight of stairs into the
ladies' dressing room and handed a note to the Director.
* * * * * * * *
Number after number was given for the festival, and Delma scarcely knew
what to make of so much encoring. Next number was Madam X's ; the director
announced that a substitute had been secured to take Madam X's place on account
of her illness.
Taking Madam X's violin in her hand, Delma looked down to admire her-
self in her fairy-like costume before she entered the stage.
As the golden-headed elf walked forward, the audience was dumbfounded.
She drew her bow, and with the skill of Madam X. she rendered the selection with
all ease. Encore after encore went up, and as the strains of the lone violin
lingered in the minds of the audience, Delma was briskly telling her Mother of
the King's festival.
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Did you ever hear tell of Tinkie,
Who is so long and slinkie?
The clown of our class,
But a very nice lass,
Is this little maid named Tinkie.
There once was a girl named Trott,
Who had to work a whole lot
!
To do her own best,
She now lies at rest!
Long sleep may she have and wake not
And then there was one named Dodo,
She wrote till her fingers were so sore;
Ne'er more will she wake
In the morn with an ache,
For now she is no more—more
!
I have heard ten times and above
That "The Bride" is really in love
;
We all know 'tis true,
"He" sails on the blue
And awaits his own turtledove.
Dr. Gilly, you'll all admit.
Possesses a lot of good wit
;
So funny and dry,
That when she is nigh,
All blues are cast in the pit.
Taking Voice here is quite the fashion,
Mabe and Em have now caught the passion,
They outcry creation,
Throughout the whole nation,
And deserve a thorough good thrashin' ! $Cfcj
No doubt you've all heard of Mac
;
And indeed it is quite a fact,
She can sing like a bird,
Like you never have heard,
This petite little girl named Mac.
J9
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Trespassing on the Firing Line
Subjects You Can Discuss Willi Any Member of the Faculty (Male or Female). (fjP^X^
His or Her personal love affairs.
Fiction—Mary J. Holmes or Mrs. F. D. E. N. Southworth.
Good substantial fare given to the Winthrop girls, including the House-
keeper.
Card-playing, especially when there is a good bet up.
Clothes
—
(slit skirts, tights, and all extreme styles).
"Autos"-—Hupmobiles.
Sports—Horseback riding.
Any Country in the world ; for they've been everywhere.
The Devil—A thoroughly familiar subject.
to.
Subjects You Must Not Talk About With a Winthrop Girl.
Marriage.
Puppy Love.
Anti-Suffrage.
False Hair.
Weight (if she be large;
Money (too scarce).
Winthrop.
Other Girls.
Dick (too dear to them).
J
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Unpainted Masterpieces
Pink Tolberl taking gym
;
Annie May not talking of "him"
;
Ruth Clarke minus a crush
;
Gilly not in a rush
;
a picture no artist can paint.
Trott without Lois Dukes
;
Hannah Hanks scared of spooks;
Janie Rivers not forever dead broke;
Miss Rambo cracking a joke;
a picture no artist can paint.
Picture Ruth Brown missing a goal
;
Picture the Journal not in a hole;
Picture, if you can, Elizabeth Breazeale,
When called on in class, not making a spiel
;
'Tis a picture no artist can paint.
Picture Lick Gantt breaking a rule;
Picture Frances Marshall not playing the fool
Picture Hesterhal late to a meal
;
Picture Fat without Suck Seale
;
'Tis a picture no artist can paint.
Picture Mary Howard not hugging "Molly"
;
Picture Ida Mac. anything but jolly;
Picture Training School being bliss;
Picture Debe throwing you a kiss
;
These are pictures no artist can paint.
Dr. Buck : "My dear, you look tired. I think it would be well for you to
come over here and rest up a week or two."
Debe : "This is such a beautiful morning, I think we shall omit classes and
spend the day in the woods."
Anybody: "I have so much time I don't know what to do with it."
Any Winthropite : "We have the best fare at our school."
The rising- bell.
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The moon is shining across the trees
;
The lawn is glistening with its white light
;
The lover has thrown himself upon his knees
At the feet of the maiden on the dreamy night.
He is begging, he is pleading for the love of the maid;
The maiden is shy and blushing
;
But now—the moon has turned all to dark shade,
And the rest—it's time I was hushing.
—Edwina McCui.lough. V;
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Picked Up Here and There at Winthrop ; Some Were
Waifs, Some Were Strayed, and—Maybe,
Some Were Stolen
okes of others v\\ remind us
We could make jokes, any time,
kit the best comes when we've tried them
And we find them not sublime
Let our minds be ever ready
Any little joke to take,
And so let us try and laugh some
For the little jokers' sake.
unilv Glaze (to the dusky laundress who does her washing) : "Now, Lily,
tell me your last name so that J can send yon the rest of these things.''
Lily: "Rosebud, ma'am.''
"IF THE CAP FITS"
Two girls were walking down the corridor the other day, and Mrs. Richards
was not far behind them. Said one: "Nan, you are the biggest fool in Winthrop
College." At which Mrs. Richards spoke up and asked: "Girls, girls! did you
mow I was here."
TOO TRUE!
"Where are you going, my pretty mai
"To History of Ed, kind sir," she said.
"What is your trouble, my pretty maid?"
"I haven't looked at the lesson, kind sir,"
"What then will happen, my pretty maid?"
"I'll get sat all over, kind sir," she said.
OVERHEARD IN THE KITCHEN
"Mary, ain't yon shame? Tell that coon to take his arm from round yo'
wais' !"
"Tell him yo'self, he's a puffick stranger to me."
"Miss Johnsing," asked Joe in tender tones, "'don' yon think we is well 'nough
'quainted for me to call you Mary?"
"
'Cos not, nigger," replied crazy Mary, "that's a privilege I 'lows only to my
nios' intimate friends."
"Well, then, Miss Johnsing, would you mind shiftin' yo' beautiful self to my
other knee? This one am sho' tired."
J*
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Quips and Cranks
When Margaret Stem remarked that she was going to send home for a
clock, Lis Brown lightly replied: "Set it to running, and it will get here faster."
Mrs. Funkhauser (to Mary, the maid) : "Why, Mary, ain't you ashamed? T
can actually write my name in the dust on this table!"
Mary: "Law, now, Mrs. Funkhauser, can you? Well, I do declare, it sho'
is a great thing to have an education."
Mayme Anderson (to a bunch of girls) : "Girls, I sho' do hope Easter wi
come on Friday this year."
Annie Stevenson was picking up Mabel Ashe, a newly elected member to
the Board, when Maggie May Seale, seeing her, said : "Oh, look at Slumsie up-
holding Student Government !"
Fat Randle went to class one day, and Tommie said : "Well, Miss Randle, I
see you are better fed than taught."
Fat replied : "That's true, Mr. Thomson, because you teach me and I feed t
myself."
Emily Glaze, reading aloud the "Murders of the Rue Morgue" one day, came
to the following sentence: "Caught—In the Bois de Boulogne, early in the
morning of the inst., a very large, tawny orange outing (Orang-Outang)
of the Bornese species.
I'd rather be a could be,
If I could not be an are,
For a could be is a may be
With a chance of touching par.
I'd rather be a has been
Than a might have been, by far,
For a might have been has never been,
But a has, was once an are.
Susie Dick: "Yes, I think it is a good plan not to ever be in debt."
Lottie : "But suppose you haven't any money with which to pay them."
Susie : "Borrow it."
Mrs. Carrol (at her table) : "What are you choking for."
Bessie Walsh: "Because the tea is too weak to run down."
One of the girls to "Pat" Hill: "Is 'Fat' home temporarily?"
Pat : "No, no, she's coming back."
Once there was a little joke,
It was of wondrous rhyme,
The Qui Vive editors found that joke
And use it ev'ry time.
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Sunday School Teacher : "Can any little boy tell me the difference between
le quick and the dead ?"
"Yes, mum," said Willie waving his hand in the air, "the quick am the ones
ho get out of the way of an automobile, and the dead are those who don't."
There was a tutor who tooted the flute;
And he tutored two tootors to toot.
Said the two to the tutor
:
"Is it easier to toot.
Or to tutor two tooters to toot?"
Sarah Simmons, to the conductor on the special train : "What is the train
stopping for?"
Conductor : "We've run over a dog."
Sarah: "Was it on the track?"
Conductor: "No, we chased it up an alley."
"No," said the mistress of the boarding house, "we cannot accommodate
you, I am sorry to say. We only take in single gentlemen."
"Goodness!" said Mr. Jones, "what makes you think I'm twins?"
Mary Henley Willis : "I made a hundred last week."
Kathryn Walker : "What on ?"
Mary Henlev : "Wre had two tests, and I made fifty on each."
Bernice Woodward
:
"I wish I had five dollars."
Lou Ellen (wisely) : "Prosperity has ruined many a man."
Bernice: "Oh, well! If I've got to be ruined, I'd rather prosperity would
do it."
Miss Jones: "Why are the Middle Ages known as the Dark Ages?"
Lottie : "Because there were so many knights."
Are you one of those who say that Latin is a dead language? Well, take a
look at its derivatives, tango, tangere, turki, trottum.
"The choir is sick this morning," said the absent-minded minister, "so let us
all rise and sing: 'Praise God, from Whom all Blessings Flow.' '
Dear Lord, I lay me down and pray;
I pray both loud and long;
A husband is the thing I crave,
Dear Lord, send him along.
But if my sins, they are so great,
I don't deserve a man,
Why ! send along a good-sized boy
To do the best he can.
S3CM
Julia Gaillard, in reading the minutes of the public meeting of society, came
across
:
"Billy Budd and the Big Lie"—Eudora Kirk.
Gilly couldn't make out the word "Lie," so she rea-d, much to the amuse-
ment of the society
:
"Billy Budd and the Big Eudora Kirk."
Eudora isn't small, Gilly, but it isn't considered good form to make the
minutes so personal.
Two of Tommy's little neighbors were discussing fish the other day. He of
the inquiring mind wanted to know
:
"I wonder if they grow fast."
"
'Cose they do," responded he of the observing mind. "Last summer Mr.
Thomson caught one, and every time he tells about it, it grows six inches."
POETIC GEMS
I shot an arrow into the air;
It fell to earth, I know not where
—
And I must say, I do not care."
The hours I spent with thee, Miss Wysor
Were as so many years to me.
Each year a torture, each year a prayer,
That flunked I might not be."
&"There will be a meeting of the
"The following young ladies were marked absent or tardy without excuse—
"Remember that you uphold the dignity of the Winthrop uniform."
"Why didn't you sign up on the basketball list?"
"Is there anyone here who has not filled out a registra—a—tion blank?"
"Is my meaning quite clear?"
"Wasn't the play the best yet?"
"We will all be ready for work on the third of January."
The tap of that little bell on Mrs. Bell's table.
And You Know It Isn't So
!
"I have been too busy to write."
"I know I didn't pass on a single thing."
"Dr. Buck, may I spend this period over here? I have such a headache.
"My dear, your hair is so becoming to you fixed that way."
"We surely did miss you."
"Your solo was simply beautiful."
Quiz
Who on earth invented measles?
Who are the latest rushes ? Mesdames Parker and Walker.
Who says "My Hart leaps up when I behold Nellie coming?"
Would you ever have thought that Miss Marcum would like a "Dunce?"
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rAn Episode
'Twas the night before sending the "Tatler" to press;
In the room—mildly speaking—a chaotic mess,
All littered with editors' papers and trash,
Sat the business manager counting her cash.
Then all of a sudden she exclaimed in dismay:
"We've not enough money our expenses to pay
!
After all our work no 'Tatler' this year
!
Oh, friends, dear friends, make ready my bier!"
The chief of the editors sank to the floor.
"The doctor !" one cried, and rushed for the door.
The rest of the editors in lunacy raved
—
Human beings ne'er before so insanely behaved.
Such moaning! Such groaning! Such tearing of hair!
Such agonized shrieks did ring through the air!
Then above the tumult, a call, loud and shrill,
"Every one of you all, hush howling—be still
!
I've found it ! I've found it ! that hundred bone check
!
The storm is over—come back out on deck."
The check was recovered from under the bed,
And here is the Tatler—What more's to be said?
,**

The Tatler Editors desire to express their thanks to the following who have
helped to make this hook what it is
:
For Criticisms and Suggestions—
Miss Annie V. Dunn.
Miss Sara R. Marcum.
Prof. J. Thompson Brown.
Prof. C. E. Coker.
For Various Services Rendered Them—
Mrs. Jennie D. Carroll.
For Photographs—
Mr. Huestis P. Cook.
And now a word to the Publishers
:
To Mr. J. M. Dulaney, the entire Staff wish to express their appreciation
for the interest he has shown, suggestions he has given, and the care which he
has taken with the entire book. The 19 14 Staff recommends him highly to the
Staff of 1915.
—The Editors.
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List of Advertisers
%ZQ The Tatler Staff desire the Winthrop students to show their appreciation
to the following advertisers by patronizing them: fm
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J. L. Philips Drug Co.
Smith-Fewell Co.
Patterson's 5 & 10c Store.
Williamson Grocery Co.
Ruff Jewelry Co.
Swift and Co.
Henry Pilcher Sons.
Gill and Neely Grocery Co.
R. L. Bryan Co.
Parker-Gardner.
Johnson-Powe Drug Co.
Lowman Drug Co.
Walker's Magazine Agency.
Stieff Music House.
Davison-Paxon-Stokes.
Huntley-Hill-Stockton Co.
R. H. Field Co.
National Union Bank.
Legerton and Co.
William A. Edwards—Architect.
Kohn Dry Goods Co.
Calumet Tea and Coffee Co.
Standard Drug Co.
Hazell Thomas, Contractor.
Rock Hill
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Rock Hill Hardware Co.
Lanneau's Art Store.
Efird's Department Store.
Beach-Ihrie's Jewelry Store
Sylvan Brothers.
Moseley Dry Goods Co.
Milton-Bradley Co.
People's National Bank.
Rock Hill Plumbing Co.
Friedheim's Dry Goods Co.
Sims Drug Co.
Reid's Furniture Store.
Cunningham Grocery Co.
Cranford's Dry Goods Co.
The London Printery.
Diehl-Moore Shoe Co.
The Carolina Hotel.
The Record.
Taylor's Dry Goods Co.
McElwee's Grocery Co.
Cotrell and Leonard.
Roddey-Poe Mercantile Co.
Neely and Fewell.
Dulaney-Boatwright Co.
Candy and Fruit Co.
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Winthrop Normal and Industrial College
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
Rock Hill, South Carolina
PLEASANT AND HEALTHFUL. PURE WATER.
Campus of forty-seven acres, unsurpassed Buildings and Equipment;
Main Building (Offices and Classrooms), Dormitory, Infirmary—all joined
by covered ways. Excellent sanitary sewerage. Ventilation perfect. Hot
and Cold Baths on every floor. Only two students placed in one room.
Single beds.
Resident Woman Physician. Gymnasium, with trained Instructor.
Library of New Books [additions over a thousand volumes yearly]. Able
Faculty in all Departments. Religious life carefully guarded.
82 OFFICERS, TEACHERS AND ASSISTANTS. 750 STUDENTS.
Normal, Scientific and Literary Courses, with Industrial Studies.
Graduates of the Normal Course will be granted, in addition to the
degree, a Life License to Teach in the Public Schools of the State.
Shorter Normal Courses are offered, leading to Certificate [Life
License to Teach],
SPECIAL COURSES—Stenography and Typewriting. Dressmaking,
Millinery, Cooking, Household Arts, Drawing and Manual Training,
Expression, Art, Bookkeeping.
Thorough instruction given in Cooking, Floriculture, Freehand and
Industrial Drawing, Designing, Reading and Physical Training. Arrange-
ments have been made to train Kindergartners.
A course for training in Library Methods is given.
MUSIC.—In this Department instruction given in Piano, Sight Sing-
ing, Voice Training, and Chorus Singing.
SCHOLARSHIPS.—Each county is given as many scholarships as
it has Members in the House of Representatives. A Scholarship is worth
$100.00 and Free Tuition, and must be won by competitive examination.
In addition to the regular State Scholarships, thirty-one Dining-room
Scholarships are given. These Scholarships pay all expenses for work
in dining-room and kitchen.
Expenses for session of nine months
:
For Students Paying Tuition $144.00
For Students Having Free Tuition 104.00
For Scholarship Students 4.00
For Catalogue and other information address
D. B. JOHNSON, President,
Rock Hill, S. C.
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J. L. PHILLIPS DRUG CO.
ROCK HILL, S. C.
All cars stop at our door,
and the latch string hangs
on the outside £* A* <& &
C,We are always glad to see our old
friends among the Winthrop students
and are anxious to get acquainted with
the new ones. C.To you, we ask that
you come in and rest and refresh
yourself at our fountain.
Ill
Orders taken for Cut Flowers
HUYLER'S Candies WATERMAN'S Ideal Fountain Pens
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HEADQUARTERS
FOR
Delicious
Good Things
THE SMITH-FEWELL CO.
The Grocers of Rock Hill
Patterson's
5, 10 and 25c
J Store
*
•J*
Everything Under 26 Cents
1 MAIN STREET
t^,|^4|4*^^4,^*||*|[|4|^*||<4*4'*i<4*^*4'^llt^,'lt4,4i^<'3
1 WILLIAMSON GROCERY CO.
•J*
* DEALERS IN
•i*
f HEAVY and FANCY
J GROCERIES
*
i Country Produce a specialty
HAVE YOU SEEN
THOSE NEW
WINTHROP SEALS
'-I--2—i--I—-I—1-- -
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RUFF JEWELRY COMPANY 1
COME IN AND LET US SHOW YOU
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Swift & Gompany
TELEPHONE BELL 1637
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301 South
College Street Charlotte, N. G.
Gill & Neely Grocery Co.
Henry Pilcher's
Sons
Builders of the Grand Organ
in Winthrop College
Auditorium
rv
m
PHONES Nos. 113 AND 114
125 AND 127 E. MAIN ST.
Rock Hill, South Carolina
<sy
4-
4-
f
4-
914-920
Mason Ave.
LOUISVILLE, KY.
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The originality of our work lends a tone to
the finished product that our competitors are
unable to imitate. Our work is in demand.
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
College Annuals
Catalogues
Bulletins
Programs
And all College
Work
GIVE US A TRIAL :: 70 Years of Service
"THE HOUSE OF QUALITY"
Established in 1844
The R. L. Bryan Co.
1425-27 MAIN STREET
COLUMBIA South Carolina
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SOLD BY
Parker - Gardner Co.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
ALSO AGENTS FOR
Knabe Pianos Pianola Pianos
Ivers & Pond Pianos Mathushek Pianos
Sterling Pianos Technolas
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NORRIS'S CANDY CUT FLOWERS
SODA FOUNTAIN DELICIOUSNESS
We believe that when
we make a sale we
must make a friend
Johnson-Powe Drug Co.
"Get It From Us—It's Best"
DISTINCTIVE STATIONERY
PARKER PENS QUANTITY ICE CREAM
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Duttliro}) S>tuni>ntB ana
fflhttliruH Alumna?
Lowman Drug Co.
The Rexall Store
ORANGEBURG, S. C.
luints Smut JSrqulaitra :: 31tnr gfatiimmi
Whitman's! " Jfluuati " UlaubifB
ALWAYS A COMPLETE STOCK TO SELECT FROM
["H"H"H~H"i{.
Our New Club-Rate Magazine Catalogue
will be mailed to you on application
THE WALKER'S MAGAZINE AGENCY
217 Seventh St.
AUGUSTA : GEORGIA
Drop us a card to-day, and we will send you a copy
Wt supply Carnegie Library of W1NTHR0P COLLEGE
*
f
A Plea for Your Daughter
OF
you are attending to her schooling,
but WHAT ABOUT HER MUSI-
CAL EDUCATION .' Are you going:
to let her go without the greatest com-
fort in life—MUSIC >. Start her now
Select The Best Piano
MONEY WILL BUY
The StieffCosts No More
BUY HERE
219 S. Tryon St.
at these Factory Warerooms. and you
at once avoid all the middleman's
profits and duplicated expenses. You
secure the finest piano made, at a
CLEAN-CUT SAVING OF
TWENTY PER CENT.
Write to-day
Mrff
OPP. ACADEMY OF MUSH
When You Want Anything t,
to. "a T
Quick, Write Us
OUR MAIL ORDER
DEPARTMENT
is fully equipped to serve you
promptly, accurately, satisfac-
torily. And everything that
is new and correct in the wo-
men's dress, is here to
choose from.
Davison-Paxon-Stokes Co.
!
ATLANTA : GEORGIA
i
t SPECIALISTS
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Write Us Your Needs. We Will Send
Cuts or Photographs of Furniture or
House-Furnishings Upon Request
HUNTLEY - HILL- STOCKTON COMPANY
Home and Office Furniture
Undertakers
Au to- Ambulance
f
J Winston -Salem, N. Carolina
i
*
R. H. Field's Co. |
CHARLOTTE, N
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Architect for Johnson Hall, Dining Hall, Training School
and Auditorium Enlargement
William A. Edwards
ARCHITECT
631-33 Candler Bld i: .
ATLANTA
*»%*%%*%»%•>£»%*T*»?*»!*•%•}
LEGERTON & CO.
Booksellers, Stationers
and Engravers
SOCIETY
263 KING ST.
COLLEGE STATIONERY
A Specialty
CHARLESTON, S. C. A.
The National Union Bank
(ABSOLUTELY SAFE)
ONE OF THE LARGEST AND STRONGEST BANKS IN THE PIEDMONT
SECTIOR OF SOUTH CAROLINA
$300,000.00 Surplus $75,000.00 *V
*
J We want your business, and promise you in return, courteous J
J treatment, prompt service, and absolute *
% safety for your funds t
* f
*T «7 I DrkrkTMTV D „:J * IDA U niTMI AD \/:-_ D i 1 *-"--!_: VW. J. RODDEY, President IRA B. DUNLAP, Vice-Prest. and Cashier
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1 A 50 MILE RADIUS I Calumet Tea & Coffee Co. !
Every girl within a 50 mile radius
of Orangeburg, shops at Kohn's
Store —"There's a Reason"— ask
any Winthrop Girl
KOHN'S
ORANGEBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA
409-411 W.Huron St.
Chicago
IMPORTERS
of COFFEES and TEAS
Mfrs. of the Ariston Line Extracts, Baking
Powders and Spices
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WE RESPECTFULLY INVITE ALL
WINTHROP STUDENTS
TO PATRONIZE OUR STORE
We are retail Druggists, and
handle, besides drugs, a nice
line of Stationery, Standard
Perfumery : : Hair Tonics,
Creams, Tooth PastesandPow-
ders, Hair and Tooth Brushes,
Manicure Material, Chamois
Skins, etc. We are agents for
NUNNALLY'S
FINE CANDIES
We fill orders for CUT FLOWERS
Standard Drug& Mfg. Co.
Phone 80
We shall always appreciate your patronage No. 122 EAST MAIN ST.
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4/ter leaving IVinthrop College
A house you '11 iuish to build
;
/z<.r/ put to use your knowledge—
Let this man your order fill.
A. A. BARRON, President W. L BARRON. Sec. & Treas.
R. E. BARRON, Manager
Rock Hill Hardware Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN
HARDWARE
Crockery, Stoves and Ranges, Lime, Cement, Plaster
Window Glass and Building Materials
Sewer Pipe and Farm Drain a specialty. Pipe Cut
and Threaded to order. Machinery, Fittings and Sup-
plies, Belting, Grain Drills, Oils. etc. Telephone No. 12
m
W*H
% HASELL THOMAS
Contractor, Manufacturer
"X. and Dealer in Wood Work
1 p^VmIT™ Columbia, S. C.
jHininnniiiini.
Where Do You Have Your
Kodak Work Done ?
Why, to be sure, at
They do the
Best Work, and are
The Most
Reasonable
Hamtrast'fl
Art 0tnre
CHARLESTON, S. C.
r*r*I"*r*j
Rock Hill's Underselling Store
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m Jp EFIRD'S UQ.
SELL IT FOR LESS
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Send Us Your
Mailorders. We
Pay the Express or
Postage
We are an important link in the celebrated "Efir
Chain" of Department Stores, and our combined
buying power enables us to purchase merchandise
in such manner as to make it possible for you to
always find it very economical to visit EFIRD'S
before purchasing elsewhere. Every article sold at
our store is guaranteed to give satisfaction, and we
will not hesitate to return your money when you
are not satisfied. Can one ask for more than this !
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ROCK HILL, S. C.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
CONCORD, N. C.
GASTONIA, N. C.
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.
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Equipment
and Organization
FOR the proper handling of COLLEGE
ANNUALS, BOOKLETS, MAGA-
ZINES, Etc., it is essential that the printer
have a true conception of the purpose of
this character of Printing and an organi-
zation of specialists to plan and supervise
the execution of the work, as well as the
proper equipment to produce it in a suita-
ble manner. C,When you place a contract
with us, you secure the benefit of our
experience and our facilities which enable
us to produce it in the most satisfactory
and economical manner.
This Annual is one ofour products
DULANEY-BOATWRIGHT CO., Inc.
PRINTERS, ENGRAVERS, BINDERS
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA
»%»T«»T«•%»!**%•T«*%*I**I"I**,l**I#*I"*I**i t«»T«»T«»T«»T ««T«>%« T«»J«»J«»^«»^«»J«»^«*^«'
Geo. Beach
Beach -Ihrie's
^e Jewelry Home for the Winthrop Student
\.
OUR AIM
is at all times to please you and hold your
confidence. Your trade is appreciated, small
or large. We are your dealers in Class
Eings and Pins, Winthrop Pins, W. L. S.
Pins, Curry Pins, W. H. L. S. Pins, S. S.
Pins and others We have them in stock
for your convenience. We have many suit-
able things in Jewelry for a commencement
gift. See our Diamond Rings, Gold Watches,
Gold Necklaces and Lockets, Pendants,
Bracelets, Cuff Buttons, Bar Pins, Brooches,
Hat Pins, Cuff Pins, Belt Pins. Cut Glass,
Sterling Silverware, Clocks, Silver Novelties.
Repair Work and Neat
_
Engraving
done to your entire satisfaction
in our Workshop
MAIL ORDERS ATTENDED TO WITH
BEACH-IHRIE JEWELRY CO.
RELIABLE JEWELERS
ROCK HILL, S. C.
1
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! Sylvan Bros, f w - L - moseley |
fcmtfartttrittg
Diamond Merchants
Silversmiths and Opticians
We are in position to fill any or-
der you may want, whether it is
a Class $tn, (Elass Sing or
iBiatiumb SfarlUarp. We have
them right in stock, and if we
have not them in stock, we can
make them for you ; so, when-
ever in need of a present of any
kind, whether it is Engagement,
Wedding or otherwise, we have
it, or can make it for you. Our
goods are the best and our prices
the lowest. Shall be glad
to hear from you
1500 MAIN STREET
Corner Main and Hampton Streets
•J* •!•
I Everybody's Store J
% %
% <r^^ *
T Russell St., Orangeburg, S. C. *
f *T .,,.,. . *
4- 4*
+ Milton - Bradley Co. |
i Atlanta, Georgia t
Headquarters in the South for
Kindergarten Supplies
Art Materials
Manual Training Goods, Etc.
Catalogs FREE Catalogs
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We Want
Your Bank Account
WHAT
ABOUT IT?
The
Peoples National Bank
C. L. COBB, Cashier
Rock Hill
Plumbing and Heating
Company
V. B. blankenship
proprietor
WE GUARANTEE OUR WORK
TO BE DONE THE BEST IT IS
POSSIBLE TO HAVE IT DONE
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Friedheim's Specials
For WlNTHROP STUDENTS
We always have WINTHEOP in mind in
purchasing our stock, and, this season,
have secured the best that could be had
on any market. Our White Goods and
Linens cannot be surpassed. Just a look
into this department will prove our asser-
tion.
Kfoatwg att&
Colours
At our Hosiery Counter can be found the
best values in Lisle and Silk Hose, in
black and colors. Centemeri Kid and
Kayser Guaranteed Silk and Fabric Gloves.
(Eorarts
aat> UrasBtms
We always have the new models in the
following celebrated makes : R. & G.
,
Thompson's Glove-Fitting, and La Grecque
and H. & W. Brassieres.
§>hnPB, ODxfnrfta anri
In all the latest styles and materials
;
special College cuts for the young ladies
that you will say are just right when you
see them. An exceptionally strong line
in White Canvas— all styles.
f
ijxtK%KM$x£f%x^^
A. Friedheim & Bro.
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THE PLACE TO GET
Martha Washington Candy and Conklin's Self-Filling Fountain Pen
Call and have a piece of Candy and let us demonstrate
this Wonderful Fountain Pen
SIMS DRUG COMPANY
Railroad Avenue
>mm1mJtmm\
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DON'T FORGET
J§OT3 tCRANFORD'S ! Reid's Furniture Store
YOU WILL FIND EVERY-
THING YOU NEED AT
to,
%^
GIRLS GO THERE!
•J« When you need Picture Frames, Screens,
X Rugs, etc. We sell Kimball, Mathushek
J and Lester Pianos.
I W. G. REID& SON
& Rock Hill, S. C.
I
C. D. CUNNINGHAM
!
Good Things
% TO EAT
f
PROMPT SERVICE
fe
| THE LONDON PRINTERY
*
! PRINTING
j 1 THAT ATTRACTS
i
*
t
I
ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA
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ANEAT SHOE AND A TRIMANKLE add grace and attractive-
ness to a woman's appearance—and
when the men sit up and take notice
there's something doing. Be sure the
shoes are neat, however—a slovenly shoe
is about as repulsive as an untidy shirt-
waist or a badly fitting skirt on a woman
COME IN HERE TO-DAY AND LET US SHOW YOU SOME
OF OUR "MARRIAGE MAKING" SHOES
Diehl-Moore Shoe Co.
ROCK HILL, S. C.
BfWHDPWHIIMI II I I
to,
Carolina
Hotel
Situated on Corner
of Main Street and
Railroad Ave.
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PRINTERS
C,We give our personal attention to
the Printing for Winthrop Girls.
CjMothing but the Best—and absolute
satisfaction must be yours.
C,We do most all of the Printing for
the Literary Societies at Winthrop.
CLPnnters of the Winthrop "Journal.
"THE OLD MAN
*
GO TO
Taylor's
The New Store on
Railroad Avenue
AND
It's Up-To-Date" | Supply Your Needs |
%WHEN YOU FEEL 4-
4-
Tired and Hungry %
4-
4.
STOP AT 4*
4*
4.
McElwee's Restaurant +
J.
116 Main St. ±
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Cotrell & Leonard t
4"
MAKERS OF T
CAPS, GOWNS, HOODS Z
CLASS CONTRACTS *
A SPECIALTY 4*
4-
4-
ALBANY .'. .'. NEW YORK "f
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TYLES
TOCKS
OURCE
OUR tremendous stock of SERGE,
WAIS TINGS, FA TTERNS,
SHEETS, PILLOW CASES,
BLANKETS, COMFORTS, HOS-
IERY and SHOES, together with our
prompt city and mail-order deliveries,
makes this store pre-eminently the Win-
throp Girls' Store. C,Send all mail orders
for Uniform material and other college
wants where they are filled promptly and
are appreciated.
Roddey-Poe Mercantile Co.
'HIGH IN QUALITY— GREAT IN QUANTIT1"
DEPARTMENT STORE
rock hill : : : : south Carolina
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I
J Neely & Fewell
First Class Service t
ALWAYS READY TO
ACCOMMODATE
WINTHROP GIRLS
PHONE 206
t
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t
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I Rock Hill Candy & Fruit Co.
JOHN A. KERHOULAS THEO. KERHOULAS
ERNEST GOPSEN
Titanrg 3m\tB a«j>
^J\ utf QlnnfprttDnfrifB
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
HOME-MADE
CANDIES
CHOCOLATES
BON-BONS r
Delicious
ICE CREAM
Our Specialty: Hand-Made CHOCOLATES and BON-BONS
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